
  

 

FESTIVAL RULES 
Please read these rules as they are meant to maintain the well-being and safety of  everyone 

attending.  
1. As Raven’s Knoll has not yet succeeded in becoming a sovereign state, all laws of Canada 

and the Province of Ontario apply to everyone at KG. 
2. We ask that you take ALL your garbage and recyclables home. However, as this is not al-

ways feasible Raven’s Knoll will do it for a fee ($2 garbage, $1 recycling, LCBO free). 
3. No illegal substances, firearms or pyrotechnics (sparklers excepted) are allowed. 
4. If you put the safety or well-being of others at risk, creating a hazard to the site or a situation 

that could have a hazardous outcome, you will be asked to leave. 
5. KG is a safe space. Sexually aggressive or inappropriate behaviour will not be tolerated. 
6. No underage drinking of alcohol is permitted. The legal drinking age in Ontario is 19. (Years 

from past lives do not count toward legal drinking age.) 
7. Children under the age of 18 must be in the company of, OR have written permission from, a 

custodial parent or legal guardian to attend the festival. 
8. Parents are responsible for their under-18 children at all times. Parents who do not, in the 

opinion of the Festival organizers, exercise good parental care of their children will be asked 
to leave. Children under 10 must be supervised at all times. 

9. No child under age 12 may be left unattended near ANY body of water on the site. Children 
MUST be supervised by an adult at the beaches. The swimming area is not supervised so you 
swim at your own risk. No swimming in the Sacred Well. No swimming at night.  

10. Don’t dig or create any additional fire pits or scavenge fire wood from Raven’s Knoll prop-
erty. You can buy firewood at the registration office. Ontario regulations prohibit bringing 
firewood from outside the immediate vicinity. 

11. No glass bottles around the common fire pits. Remember that dancers may be ground-clad 
(barefoot). 

12. Boating is not permitted unless you built it yourself. (Personal flotation devices / life jackets 
are ok.) 

13. Rule 13 is not permitted under federal, provincial and universal law. Fnord. 
14. Pets are not permitted, with the exception of service / assistance animals or with the express 

prior permission of MA. 
15. Respect privacy. No video cameras, and do not photograph anyone, including people in the 

background, without their prior consent (even with a camera phone). This includes rituals 
and group shots. Videos and unwelcome photos will be erased, and offenders may be asked 
to leave. 

16. Smoking is strictly forbidden in all cabins, buildings and the children’s area(s). You can 
smoke anywhere else on the site as long as you dispose of your cigarette butts in an environ-
mentally-friendly way. (Use the Butt Cans provided). 

17. There is no bathing, washing of clothes or dishes, etc. in the river. (And definitely not in the 
Sacred Well.) Do not clean your dishes in the bathrooms or you will find yourself on bath-
room duty! 

18. You may be skyclad at the common fire pit at night and in your own campsite area. Be aware 
the river is public. Boats may occasionally pass by and neighbours do use the river in view 
of our beach area. In keeping with community standards, we ask that you respect the norms 
of the host/muggle community of which we are privileged to be a part, and ask that everyone 
not be naked and women not be topless in the beach area. However, he pond is clothing op-
tional.  

19. Except at the discretion of the Festival Staff, please do not use electrically amplified musical 
instruments, radios, car stereos, etc. 

20. Respect our neighbours – stay on Raven’s Knoll land. Trespassing on neighbours’ property 
will be considered a serious transgression of hospitality. 

21. Respect yourself and others. Do not offend the Gods and Goddesses or spirits of the land. 
22. This is a private gathering; the Hosts of the festival and Stewards of the land have the right 

to enforce these rules. Anyone violating these rules shall be expelled without refund.    

 

“Voyages” 

The 22nd Annual  
 

KALEIDOSCOPE 
GATHERING 
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Kaleidoscope Gathering is a  

completely non-partisan gathering. We are open to peo-

ple of all faiths, religions, cultures, genders and  

sexual orientations. While some of our workshops and 

rituals do refer to the teachings and philosophies of vari-

ous schools of thought, we are not in any way officially 

aligned with any of these beliefs or institutions. 
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Flying Monkeys (Security) 
Badger “Chuck Norris” Jones – Head 

Elaine “Amazon” Gooderham 
Kieran “The Pirate” Green 

Shamrock 
Jason “Eagle Eyes” Perreault 

Gypsy the Newbie 
Natalie “Alex’s Goddess #2” 

Kim the Fire Goddess 
Tyler “Problem Child” Mulligan 

Greg the Hearty 
Dillon the Barbarian 
Ron “the Henchman” 

Peaches 

Owl Post (Communications) 

Mike, Lord of Radios  
Shane “Knits with balls” Hultquist  

Brendan “Cathbad” Myers 
Kat “Pirate Queen” Summerbell 

Greeters (Registration) 
Julie Desrosiers – Head 

Stacey Matthews 
Christina “Boots” Lancaster 

Tracy T. (volunteer) 
Stephane L. (volunteer) 

Sophie “Milkshake” Beaulne 
Jennifer “not yet cousin-in-law” 

Christina G. (volunteer) 

Healers (Medical team) 
Riley C.—Acting Head 

Marie (in thoughts only, damn Australia) Willow 
Dan (volunteer) 

Dwarf Gang  (Maintenance) 
Brendan “The Handy” Roche—Head 

Sparky Cat 
Gern “Gumby” Alexander 

Crazy Dave Allin 
 

Fire Pit Crew 

Salamander – Head Firekeeper Various Volunteers (Thank You!) 
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Laurie Foster-MacLeod (Laurie #1) 
Rikki LaCoste (Laurie #3… don’t ask) 

Laurie Benson-Waller (Laurie #2) 

Music and Mirth 

Chris “Jock MacGregor” Benson Jason “Ja” Sonier 

Special Undertakings 

Kadri Weiler,  Keeper-Saner of MA 
Christine O'Connor, Archives 

Helmut, Lord of Vendors 
Gus, Wrangler of Helmut 

Doug “The Ferryman” Thew, Thrall 
Sherrie “I’m not Pokey” Alexander  

Sammy the Giggler 
Jordan the Tall 

 

2011 Festival Staff 



  

 

The Powers That Be 
 

Maryanne "MA, Auntie M" Pearce 
One of Canada’s better-kept military secrets is the fact that, years ago, 
we had had our own research program to develop a new breed of 
“super soldier.” One of the researchers experimented with combining 
Mohawk and Celtic DNA. The experiment was successful. Too suc-
cessful, it turns out, as the subject bashed her way out through a rein-
forced concrete wall. Decades later, the army still has not caught up 

with Maryanne. This may be because she is currently finishing a PhD in law, and your 
average soldier rightly feels that a Celtic Mohawk legal expert is something he is defi-
nitely NOT paid enough to deal with. Or it may simply be because she has become very 
good at hiding under a giant pile of Great Pyrenees dogs.  

 
Austin "Auz the Viking" Lawrence 
At first glance, Auz is your typical Viking warrior: tall, blond, 
bearded. However, had he really been a Viking, he’d have been the 
one standing in the longboat saying, “Do we really have to do this 
pillaging and burning thing all the time? Can’t we all just get along?” 
At which point he would have been tossed overboard, so it’s proba-
bly a good thing he was never really a Viking. Auz does have the 

Viking tendency to laugh in the face of peril. Peril is taking it personally, and is sulking 
in the corner.  
 

The Powers That Was 

 

Lady Pamilla, Dowager Empress of Fest 
formerly She Who Must Be Obeyed 
It’s good to be King. Or Queen, as the case may be. But some-
times ya just gotta take a break and hand the reins on to someone 
else. Or con them into taking the reins, at least. So it is that Lady 
Pamilla, once the unflappable omnipotent hand behind KG, has 
retired to her hammock to relax and quietly laugh at the sucke… 
I mean brave souls who have shouldered the burden. As is often 
the case with great leaders who have succeeded in passing on the 
crown while still retaining their heads on their shoulders, Lady 
Pam now acts as prime consultant to her successors. 
 
Carpenar (aka David Rolfe) 
Carpenar has always been content to leave the limelight to Lady Pam 
while he goes off and plays in the woods with chainsaws. So success-
ful has he been at staying generally invisible that some people won-
der whether he really exists, or if he is in fact just Pam’s imaginary 
friend. KG’s own pagan Snuffleupagus. However, yes Virginia, there 
really is a Carpenar. The proof is in the strange wooden constructions 
he leaves behind: miniature models of Jock MacGregor and life-size 
replicas of Viking longboats.  
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We have come to know the Kaleidoscope Gathering as a camping fes‐
tival  for  Pagans,  Heathens,  Magickal  people  and  other  like‐minded 
folks to share their friendship and spirituality in celebration of High 
Summer and the Lammas‐tide. 
  
This is the second year we gather at Ravens Knoll: a private, Pagan‐
owned  campground  and  event  centre. We  purchased  it  for  the  ex‐
press purpose of putting down roots for our community, growing Pa‐
gan  events,  and  nurturing  permanent  sacred  spaces. We  hope  you 
will come to love this land as much as we have.  
 
There have been changes, even from last year. The most significant is 
the  addition  of  a  clothing‐optional  swimming  hole!  It  is  located  by 
the large drumming and dancing fire pit, which is now 2½ times big‐
ger than in 2010! Crazy Dave Allin is the mad man responsible—All 
Hail Crazy Dave!  
 
There  are  also many  other  changes:  a  new  pier  (the  Great  Pyr),  a 
floating dock, updated comfort station (paint, new toilets and ceiling)
—but there are also the invisible things done by volunteers such as 
fix‐ ing, raking (more raking), tree removal … Thank you to every 

single person who has helped.   
  
This  is also the second year we, Maryanne and Austin, 
are  the  organizers  of  KG  following  the  retirement  of 
Pamela Fletcher (Lady Pamilla, formerly She‐Who‐Must‐

Be‐Obeyed, now Dowager Empress of Fest).  
 

We were a bit nervous, to be sure, last year. We wondered 
if you would come – and Gods, did you come! We wish to 
thank  every  single  one  of  you  who  attended  in  2010,  as 
well as the numerous, calls, e‐mails, messages and hugs we 

re‐ ceived  last year. Your support made the worry of  taking on 
such a Herculean task as the running of a Pagan campground and the 
largest  Pagan  Festival  in  Canada  (at  the  same  time!)  completely 
worth  it.  The  alumni  KG  staff,  and  our  brave  (silly,  brave  Pagans) 

Welcome Home! 
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Scarlet Cougar, also known as Lady Scarlet, is an Eclectic Celtic Priestess of 
the Black Forest Tradition, and new owner of Le Melange Magique, the well-
known metaphysical shop in Montreal. She has a BA in Classics and Anthropol-
ogy and Certification in Journalism, Graphic Design and Technical Communica-
tion and an Honours BA in Religion. In 1994, she founded the Concordia Uni-
versity Pagan Society (CUPS), and in the same year she began the Crescent 
Moon School. Scarlet has also published many articles and poems, and runs 
WynterGreene Magazine. 

Shane "Bubba" Hultquist: Long, long ago, in a Ford Galaxy far, far away, the 
wandering spirit of Loki the Norse god of mischief possessed the body of an 
Appalachian Mountain moonshiner. The result was Shane, aka “Bubba”. A few 
years ago Shane took part in an archeological dig in Gotland, Sweden. No one 
is entirely sure what he was looking for, but so far people aren’t buying his claim 
to have unearthed and reconstructed a suit of Viking chainmail lingerie and an 
authentic Norse moonshine still.  

Sodayah has a passion for all things crocheted since she picked up her first 
hook almost 4 years ago. She learned to knit at age 6 but went over to the dark 
side after she saw a blanket and bought the wool and pattern for a Yule present 
for her new mother-in-law before realizing it was crochet. She took a class and 
has hooked ever since. When she isn’t working on her latest project she can be 
found puttering in her garden, reading, renovating the house she shares with 
her husband and their many pets or working on various craft rituals. 

Sophie Beaulne and Jason ‘Eagle Eyes’ Perrault have been chasing ghosts 
for around two centuries now. Don’t you think that’s a little strange? Ask them 
how they have stayed so young and good looking in all that time. In fact Sophie 
won a special "Good looking" award last year, but we can't print what it is be-
cause there might be children reading this bio. We'll tell you when you're older. 

Steve is a Toronto-based actor, teacher, comedian and game designer with 
over twenty years experience performing and teaching improvised theatre. 

Thomas Dean is a classically trained, multi-instrumental musician who was 
guided by Elders to Hawaii, and other places, to help awaken and inspire the 
musical gift of Being Human.  

Tracey Hayes is an eclectic pagan and Reiki Practitioner and Teacher. She 
developed a fascination for magic at a very early age, after spending many of 
her formative years with her Grandmother, the local witch and psychic. She is a 
former owner of a local occult shop, one of the founders of Durham Pagan Pride 
Day, and one of the past Durham Pub Moot Hosts. Today she devotes her 
spare time to promoting Pagan Pages, a directory of pagan businesses, and to 
organizing Wolfsong Gathering, now entering its 5th year. Tracey is also the 
coordinator for The Pagan Mediators Project. 

TyTanya is an artist of many modalities. She has studied modern jazz dancing 
and several styles of Belly dancing, including cabaret, American Tribal Style, 
and Tribal Fusion, over many years. She believes that magic is avail-
able to everyone, and aspires to share it through the tools that this 
world so generously provides.  



  

 

Michel Daw is an avowed Stoic and Hellene. He is a founding member of the 
College of Stoic Philosophers, an online study program for Stoic Practice, and 
also runs TheStoicLife.org. He is Training Manager for an international software 
firm and has been teaching adults and leading classes for two decades.  

Mike Dunitz is a Viking, warrior and instructor of many weapons. Mike is too 
humble to write his own bio, which leaves the job to us. MA would like to point 
out he has the awesome-est Viking and Celtic costumes. What we would like 
everyone to know is how generous Mike is with his offers of help and assis-
tance, big and small. The offer of the sword workshops was made after a re-
quest from a smallish-Viking. With a headshake and laugh, Mike and his fellow 
Viking George stepped forward. How can you say no to a 12 year old?  

Myfanwe has been a mixed media artist and art instructor for 25 years. Works 
in collage, bookarts, assemblage, junk art, whatever. The house has become a 
museum - a real witch's museum, overflowing with art of all kind, which may or 
may not make its way to a local museum one day. Some may recall her work at 
the art show KG '09. Myfanwe is of the Greenwood Tradition in Montreal. 

Myst trained with the Feathers Academy of Clairvoyance and Holistic Therapies 
in Northwich, UK. She is a regular reader for "A Night with the Oracles", a fund-
raising event to support Pagan Pride Day Kingston. 

Pamela Daw is also an avowed Stoic and Hellene. She is a founding member 
of the Six Eagles Hellenic Community in Gatineau, QC and helps run Stoici 
Civitas and TheStoicLife.org. She is a writer, poet, singer, seamstress, mother 
and hearthkeeper. Pam can often be found surrounded by her children, dog and 
four cats or sitting under a tree doing some quiet writing. 

Prudence Priest is a witch, Elder in Covenant of the Goddess and The Troth, a 
member of the Rune Gild, editrix of Yggdrasil, and leader of Freya’s Folk. Pru-
dence has a working knowledge of several Northern European traditions and is 
an American representative of Romuva (Baltic traditions). 

Redhawk: “Eclectic”, “unique”, and “strange” are some of the kinder ways this 
co-Matriarch of the Wild Orchids Clan has been described. Having been in and 
out of the community for more years then she cares to count, you always know 
where you stand with this tell-it-like-she-sees-it woman. 

Reyl wears many hats, most of which he has sewn himself. He loves knitting, 
singing, and generally carrying on. He enjoys telling stories to children and play-
ing with babies. His favourite game is Epic Pickup Sticks during work weekends 
at Raven's Knoll. Reyl enjoys volunteering and working towards making the 
world a more friendly place for marginalized groups. He is also known as the 
Cabin Boy, and can often be found swabbing decks and providing alibis for his 
Cap'n.  

Sarah Wibberley is a novice Pathwalker, and a member of the Avalon Druid 
Order since 2003. She is also a Reiki Master and has a B.Sc. in Health Informa-
tion Science from the University of Victoria. She resides in Kanata, Ontario. 
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new volunteers were amazing. We had a lot of fun, and had a fantas‐
tic, safe and memorable first year. All Hail the Staff, Volunteers, Bene‐
factors and Festers! 
  
The  theme  for  the  Kaleidoscope  Gathering  in  2011  is 
“Voyages.”  Voyages are trips of transformation, quests of becoming, 
events and memories in both physical and spiritual spaces. The spiri‐
tual  traditions we  look  to  have  been  created  through  voyages,  our 
lives are voyages. Special honour will be paid to the Water Spirits of 
our  land  this  year.  And,  of  course,  there will  be much  silliness  and 
shenanigans  involving pirates, Vikings and even  the occasional  sea‐
going Celt. 
  
We look forward to experiencing the magic and community that KG 
has been, and is, with you again this summer. The warm earth awaits 
our bare feet! May the Gods bless all your journeys. 
  
With bright blessings, in firth, all my relations, 
  
Maryanne ‘MA’ Pearce &  
Austin ‘Auz’ Lawrence  



  

 

Things to Know 
RULES: The rules of KG are on the back cover of this program. Read them yet? No? Well go 
read them! … ok, you can finish this section first. THEN go read them. 
 
FIRES: Last year it was a dry summer, so the risk of forest fires everywhere was elevated. We 
thank everyone for their cooperation last year. This year, so far, the risks are reduced. However, 
fire safety is everyone's responsibility There is absolutely no campfires or 
open flames in the pine forests. If you have an in-ground fire or a moveable 
fire pit of your own, please check with security if it is allowed. All fire pits 
must have a bucket, shovel/rake on hand. Please be very careful with other 
open flames: candles, lanterns and gas stoves. If you smoke, always dispose 
of your butts safely. (There were a lot of butts in the forests and ditches last 
year.) 
 
FIRST AID & MEDICAL EMERGENCIES: Our highly skilled medical 
team is here to provide first response for moderate to serious injuries and other medical emergen-
cies. For minor cuts and scrapes, we encourage you to bring your own first aid kit. First Aid Kits 
are available behind the Registration Hut and at the Security Out Post near the drumming fire pit.  
If you are experiencing or witness a medical emergency, any staff member will know how to 
summon the medics. Unless a person cannot or should not be moved, please go to the medic tent 
next to Registration to be treated. The medics can meet you there. Our medics CANNOT provide 
any prescription or over-the-counter medications, including painkillers or antihistamines like 
Bendryl.  If you are likely to need medications, make sure you have them. (Staff note: not that 
MA is complaining but “Really Marie? Australia? [insert grumble] We miss you and will toast to 
you across the sea.”)  We would like to thank Riley for taking on the role of acting head on his 
short sojurn from working on Reserve, to Willow for returning without Marie and for Dan jump-
ing into help despite the warnings of silly radio protocols. 
 
SECURITY (aka The Flying Monkeys): Look for the folks with the radios (often heard singing 
the Meow Mix jingle). They are here to help everyone have an enjoyable fest by ensuring a safe 
and secure environment. Security folk will be patrolling throughout Raven’s Knoll, day and night. 
Do not hesitate to approach them with any problems or concerns you may have—from walking 
you to your campsite in the dark to serious issues. And please, if a member of security asks you to 
do something—or to stop doing something—be respectful and comply. They are only doing it for 
your safety and/or that of your fellow fest-goers. 
 
SKYCLAD: Raven’s Knoll is privileged to be part of this community. As such, we strive to be 
good neighbours, including but not exclusively, to the children’s camp next door. As such, please 
not that you can be skyclad at your own campsite (except those near the beach or visible to the 
public from land or water) and at the drumming fire and pond (see below), but clothing is re-
quired for common areas. Because the river is public space used by our neighbours, there is no 
skyclad or female topless bathing there. We thank everyone for their support and understanding of 
our need to be good neighbours.  
THE POND: We heard the call and answered! Thanks to Crazy Dave, Raven’s Knoll now has a 
clothing optional pond for swimming and sunbathing behind the Drumming Firepit! The Pond 
may look a bit “dirty” this year, as the sand needs to settle, but it is from clear, natural Water from 
beneath the Earth. There is no mud—it is all gorgeous, soft sand. The bottom is quite soft and you 
sink a bit but surprisingly, despite the colour, you don’t come out feeling sandy or gritty. Despite 
its somewhat less than perfect appearance, we have already been in it and hope you will enjoy the 
beach and the Water this year. But we have a POND!  
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Laurie Foster-MacLeod: is a local artist, an organizer of the Children’s Pro-
gram, where she is known as Laurie Number 1, and a fine singer of traditional 
British and Celtic songs.  

Lee Ann Farruga and Patrick Gilliland have been part of the pagan commu-
nity for over 20 years and have been pagan parents since...well as long as their 
girls have been alive. 

Linda Demissy is the founder and gythja of Lokabrenna Kindred (a Montreal 
based Northern Tradition group), former Senior Druid of Silver Fox Grove, ADF, 
and a practicing Pagan since 1988. She specializes in spirit work, trance tech-
niques, seership, and works as a hypnotherapist. Her patron is Loki, she plays a 
hurdy gurdy, she turns it all around, and that's what it's all about. 

Lucie DuFresne: Trained in dance, theatre, costuming, anthropology and reli-
gious studies, Lucie has always been fascinated by ritual, drama and the enact-
ment of meaningful action. She has also been bemused by the forms gender 
takes on in the service of society. As such, she has explored oriental dance, 
women's erotica, neo-paganism, wicca and goddess-worship. At the University 
of Ottawa, she is interim director of InterCulture, teaches courses on the history 
of magic, witchcraft and occult traditions; Native spiritualities and Shamanism; 
women and religions; and religions and sexuality(ies). Her doctoral thesis was 
on gender, divinity and contemporary women's spirituality. She has been a 
member of the Ottawa pagan community since 1988. 

Lydia Knox is a second degree Alexandrian and Gardnerian and has been ac-
tive in the Wiccan and Pagan community since 1984. She has been writing 
Daily Astrology for the web for over ten years and now serves as a personal 
astrologer for private clients. She has worked as a medium since the year 2000 
and has counselled many clients about medium and ghost issues. Currently she 
resides in the West Toronto area, with her loving husband and magical partner, 
her two adult children, three cats, one dog and a budgie that knows how to 
snore. 

Marie Douville: For many years, Marie and her partner Rick led the Fest 101 
workshops, a KG staple. She is the mother of a very cute wee boy (in Staff’s 
humble opinion). 

Mark Hughes has been publicly active in the Montreal Pagan community for 
over 20 years, aiding and organizing several Covens and Groves over the 
years. Currently, he facilitates rituals and drum circles. Paramount to his per-
sonal path has been the blending of the Craft with 12-step recovery and he en-
deavours to bring this into his public work. He believes that successful ritual 
engages all the emotions and brings them to the surface, allowing the spirit to 
dance freely. 

Meri Fowler has studied Shamanism with the Foundation for Sha-
manic Studies since 2003. She is also a High Priestess and the 
founder of the Greenwood Celtic Shamanic Wiccan Tradition. Meri 
teaches Celtic Shamanism and does Shamanic healing at Avalon 
Center in Montreal. http://www.avalonnaturel.com 



  

 

Juniper Jeni has practiced hedge-witchcraft since her mid-teens, 
or around half her life. She runs the Walking the Hedge website, 
which contains her blog and a popular forum. She co-hosts Stand-
ing Stone and Garden Gate Podcast with Brendan Myers. Juniper writes a col-
umn for the Pagan Newswire Collective called Fur & Feather, and contributed to 
two anthologies: “To Fly By Night: Craft of the Hedgewitch” and “Hoofprints in 
the Wildwood: A Devotional for the Horned Lord”. Not an elder, nor a guru, but a 
messy little Hedgewitch who speaks her mind. 

Kat Summerbell is the Queen of KG Pirate Camp and mother of the world's 
cutest pirate twins. She has attended KG almost since its inception and has 
been an earth-mother-loving kitchen-witch and member of Ottawa's pagan com-
munity for over 25 years. Through those years she has built an impressive ar-
chive of pagan chants and is always on the lookout for more. The only thing that 
could possibly rival her chant library is her new "Pirate Camp Songbook" - a 
huge collection of sea shanties, East Coast and Irish traditional songs.  

Kieran ‘Blackhand Sam’ Green is the original Kaleidoscope pirate (accept no 
substitutes). He has been accused of a wide range of scallywaggery, including: 
Viking baiting, telling horrible pirate puns at the Bardic competition, aiding and 
abetting the Ferryman’s shenanigans, boarding a Viking longboat and singing 
‘Barrett’s Privateers’ from the deck thereof, changing the name of “Poplar Lane” 
at Whispering Pines to “Pirate Lane”, and causing Auz to confuse a Viking long-
boat with a pirate ship in front of a large audience, much to Carpenar’s dismay. 
(Staff note: Just don’t ask him to do any balloon origami.  Somehow, no matter 

what he starts making, it always turns out to be a pirate hat.)  

Kim: One of Kim’s previous incarnations lived in Massachusetts in the 
1700s. She went down in the history of the Salem Witch Trials as the 
only witch to climb back down off the stake and give her persecutors a 
sharply-worded lecture on how to properly build and light a bonfire. It is 

recorded that her last words were, “Ye gods, can ye fools notte see it needeth 
another log?!”  Although officially an anthropologist, linguist and teacher, her 
true interests include making things out of wood (and burning them), archeologi-
cal digs, debating philosophy and basking in the sun. 

Kimi Bois is a self-taught aromatherapist who believes in using nature to help 
enhance and improve the quality of life. The use of aromas in everyday life has 
been well documented around the world. 

Laurie Benson (Laurie 2 of Munchkinland) has been going to Festivals since 
she was even smaller. At KG she works with the other two Lauries in Munch-
kinland, using her Arts, Music and Drama background, as well as her Montes-
sori training, to inspire creativity. A Yoga and Belly Fit teacher in Cannington, 
she recently achieved the first half of her Advanced Yoga Teacher Training with 
Frog Lotus Yoga in Mexico. She met Jock MacGregor while working as a pro-
fessional actress in Toronto and they have two beautiful blazing redheaded 
young adults (Robin and Mairen) who were raised at Festivals. True to family 
form, Robin is now Mayor of Zombietown. Mairen can usually be found selling 
coffee, at home and here. 
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POND NAMING:  Dave’s work on the Pond and Fire Pit has been done in memory of,  and as a 
ritual of piety to, his parents, John David and Anna-Marie Allin. We are honoured he chose RK as 
a place  to actualize his act of devotion.  The Pond is the creation of hard work and the synchro-
nicity between Dave’s love of his deceased parents and his love and commitment to KG and RK. 
A name that captures this elusive, odd concurrence has so far eluded him. If you have a name 
suggestion, please post it in the “Suggestion” box located in the Medics area behind Registration. 
Dave will review them all and the name will be announced when he finds the perfect fit!  
 
LIBRARY: The Raven’s Knoll Library has been set up in the Rookery with comfy seating. 
Please feel free to borrow a novel—what is a beach without a good book? Please do return all 
borrowed books to the bookshelves before you leave RK for others to enjoy. Donations of books 
can be left at the Registration Hut to be labeled, should you wish to leave any behind.  
 
GENERAL FIREPIT ETIQUITTE: For both new-comers and alumni, the drumming and danc-
ing fire pit is one of the highlights of the festival for many. There are several pretty basic etiquette 
rules that  you should be aware of:  

1. Be considerate of your fellow fire-goers. Many people are barefoot, so no glass bottles at 
any of the bonfires.  

2. If you are dancing, don’t smoke. Lit cigarettes and bare skin don’t mix.  
3. Screaming and yelling are not part of the dancing and drumming experience, and disturb 

campers and neighbours in ways the lovely sound of drums do not. Excessive noise / yell-
ing is not appropriate, especially at 3 in the morning!  

4. Libate the drummers (and dancers—and Fire Keeper). Drumming and dancing is hard, 
hot, thirsty  work. Bottles of water to be passed around are very much appreciated.  

5. Please do mind the Fire Keeper, and don’t forget to say thank-you and hello once in 
awhile—Fire Keeping is a lonely job! 

 
YE AULD GRUB (The YAG): Although we tried to find local food vendors, it became apparent 
Raven’s Knoll needed its own food preparation service.  Hence…. The YAG! This fry truck has 
traditional yummy junk food as well as breakfast and nutritious dinner options. It is fully up to 
code for fire and health. We would like to thank Dan, Peter, Brianna, Sonia, Myst, Alex,  Dana, 
Doug, Gypsy, Rowan and Tyler for their help in running the YAG. All Hail the Yag-er-miesters! 
 
FIRE PITS: KG is very pleased to offer different evening bonfire areas this year:  

1. The Hearth Fire is a quiet bonfire where families can relax and chat. 
No drumming or dancing here. Each night there will be something happen-
ing for an hour or so: story telling, sing-a-longs or a game. After that, it’s a 
non-programmed, relaxed area.  
2. The Drumming Fire is the place for drumming and dancing the night 
away. Skyclad welcome.  
3. The Youth Bonfire is a safe space for young people from 12-18 to relax 
without adults around (although security will pass through regularly). No 
alcohol or skyclad is allowed here. It will be closed down around midnight. 
Youth firekeepers must have training by a firekeeper. 

 
CARS: You may bring your cars to your camp site to unload and load your gear at the start and 
end of fest, and during fest briefly if need be. However the rest of the time cars must remain 
parked in the parking lot. Those with valid medical or accessibility reasons may apply for a spe-
cial parking permit at Registration. 
 
BICYCLES: Thanks to donations of Alex DelBusso, Christine O’Connor, Dillon Lowen and 
Gern Alexander, Raven’s Knoll has some lovely bicycles to borrow. Many of these were tuned up 
and made useable by Simon Hannah. Loaner bicycles can be found at the Rookery in the bike 
racks. You can identify the RK bikes by the caution tape on the bar.  
 



  

 

THE HORSE: You may have noticed a horse in the middle of the campground. If you haven’t 
you will. This is Lea, a.k.a. Princess Lea. She belongs to Shamrock, a flying monkey. Although 
some staff (and Auz) thinks this is just MA’s way of expanding the approved pet list to insane 
levels, she is actually here for an important spiritual reason. And MA gets to make come-here-
horsey noises.  She is a friendly horse, but please keep dogs away from her home area, or she 
might think they are stealing her hay and nip. Please note the signs around her area to see if she is 
receiving visitors or resting.  
 
CHARGING CELLPHONES & LAPTOPS: Cell phones are a way of life these days and many 
people want to keep them charged up. Last year, laundry machines were unplugged by people to 
charge them, etc. This year, we are setting up a table in the Rookery where you can charge your 
phones and laptops. Due to the cost associated with hundreds of people charging their equipment 
(more than once a fest, too), we ask that you put $0.50 for a cellphone charge and $2.00 for a 
laptop into the “Comments” box that is located in the Rookery by the entrance. If you are uncom-
fortable leaving your laptop, you can bring it to Registration to be charged there at the same price. 
We are not responsible for lost or stolen items. You are on the honour system on charges. 
 
CHARGING BATTERY PACKS: Battery packs vary in size and cost to re-charge. The Rook-
ery cannot handle the charge of these items—to charge battery packs, please go to Registration, 
and a staff member will be called to pick up and charge your pack. Price varies between $3.00 
and $5.00.  
 
ELECTRICAL SET-UPS: There are limited numbers of electrical hook ups, and more can be 
added. When you have paid for an electrical site, you will be shown your plug and your cord will 
be tagged. (Unauthorized electrical cords will be removed and you will be charged with hydro 
use.) Staff will come along to set you up and turn on your power. Please be patient! It will get 
done but it may take a few minutes or a few hours. There are lots of people and lots of job.   
 
WORKSHOP SPACES: Each workshop area has a white board, markers and a few chairs. 
Please use the courtesy seating system to allow Elders, the disabled and pregnant / nursing 
women to use the chairs rather than having to drag them.   
 
WHITE CHIARS / PICNIC TABLES: The white chairs in the Rookery are not to be removed 
from that area. Please do not bring them back to your camp. The red picnic tables are for the 
YAG. Picnic tables that can be brought to your site are labeled.  
 
FURAFALLNIR DAY: Last year there were high shenanigans. A letter of marquee was granted 
to the Ferryman, but purposely misdated at the suggestion of the Pirates. A letter of marquee al-
lowing the Pirates to cart away the Ferryman and thrown him in the brig was also issued… but we 
did not stop there. Oh no! Unbeknownst to all those who thought they were shenangian-ing each 
other, MA & Auz gave the Ferryman a mysterious package wrapped in tinfoil and in a plastic bag. 
The Ferryman had instructions to keep it on his person at all time, even while bathing or swim-
ming, and to pull it out in an emergency. Alas, the dim-witted Ferryman, when being carted off, 
forgot about his mysterious package. Upon reminding he opened it to find the Pagan equivalent of 
a “get out of jail free” card. However, there were provisos:  

1. To not re-tell a story in front of MA, without her express prior invitation; 
2. To no longer climb Ferryman’s Folly or other Raven’s Knoll trees, even for commemo-

rative purposes; (Staff note: if you haven’t heard the story of the Ferryman’s Fall… ask 
him, if you dare) 

3. To join the Viking crew for a period of 24 hours during the 22nd Kaleidoscope Gather-
ing, whereby you will be dressed as a Viking and enthralled to MA, Carpenar, Empress 
Dowager Pamilla and Auz for the 24 hour period. 

Thus, at some point this year, the Ferryman, an avowed Pirate, must join the Vikings … as 
Furafallnir, a loose (well, made up) Norse translation meaning “that which falls from Pine trees”.  
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Jade has been an active part of the Heathen and Pagan communities in Ottawa 
over the last two years, although ze has been part of the pagan world for much 
longer. Ze is the Lorekeeper of the Runatir Kindred, and promotes Heathenry 
throughout Canada. Jade works in Ottawa at PTS, a centre for sexual and gen-
der diversity, doing anti-oppression workshops, teaching queer inclusiveness, 
and helping people create safe spaces. (Staff note: We think Reyl is lovely too.) 

Janice Canning : The years of study and teaching about herbs, healing and 
trauma well prepared Janice Canning for the last two years of challenge. How is 
it that nature nurtures? Can the spirits of the land, air and water be far from us... 
ever? What is the language of the plants and the environment in which they 
exist?  

Jason Driver is one of the founding members of the Wild Orchids clan. He has 
kept us entertained with his intellect and his often diverse points of view. Re-
nowned for setting up one of the largest and most equipped clan enclaves, 
(besides Steve Clayton who was easier to invite into the Wild Orchids than try to 
compete with), Jason is a firm believer in the true rules of hospitality whether 
that means a hot cup of coffee, some libations, or many other requests that 
have been made over the years. He follows an eclectic Wiccan path that in-
cludes many different pantheons. Jason resides in North Bay, Ontario with 
Belinda Fillier and their four amazing Pagan spronglings. 

Jimi has been making and playing drums since 1991. My journey began after 
experiencing Drum and Dance parties in the parking lot at Grateful Dead Shows 
throughout the States. It’s been a long winding road that has led me to many 
wonderful people, faraway places, hellacool times and blissful rhythmic adven-
tures. I will be sharing some of my Drum Repair-n-Care knowledge, Conga style 
playing techniques, and Cuban Bata Rhythms that will hopefully lead us to 
place where we learn to listen and make Music together.  

Jock McGregor has spent forty years studying and performing in theatre, film 
and television all across Canada. In "live theatre" Jock first realized that magic 
really existed. Live performance is a magic act between actor and audience, 
and one of the oldest Bardic arts. He has performed in most Canadian theatres 
from Toronto to Vancouver. Jock is the former President of the Toronto Irish 
Players and has produced and directed many shows. He has also appeared on 
the silver screen, for instance in "The Cutting Edge", "Detroit Rock City", and 
"The Santa Clause". At KG Jock has dedicated himself to share the freedom, 
fun and magic of a live "Bardic". 

Joshua Harmsworth is an American PhD student, studying social anthropol-
ogy at the University of Edinburgh. His research investigates the formation of 
‘cultural’ and ‘religious communities’, the phenomenology of ‘crafting’ and gift-
ing, contemporary ‘mythification’, the changing nature of ‘the religious’, and the 
way in which Western cultural archetypes are portrayed in the media. Presently, 
he is researching socio-political discourses in the Heathen community 
in Ontario. Before coming to Ontario, he did similar work in Oklahoma, 
among the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache First Nations, and he also 
worked with contemporary Heathens in Reykjavic, Iceland.  



  

 

Gregory Smith bills himself as Canada's only true leathersmith. Why? His last 
name is Smith and he has been working with leather for over 36 years.  He is a 
winner of the Huronia Arts and Festival Leather division.  He has a wide range 
of leather products for sale and will help you create your own special item.  You 
can visit his website at www.leathersmith.ca. His specialty is Celtic knotwork, 
some of which he learned while studying in Eire.  Gregory also came back from 
the Emerald Isle with a bodhran. For years music was a spectator sport for 
Gregory. He loves to share the music with others.  

Gypsy Dee Taonax: Professional Pyrate by trade, Gypsy Dee comes from dis-
tant shores and leaves a memorable wake in her path. Some say she’s rowdy, 
some say she’s incorrigible – but she says she’s Pyrate! Full of adventure, and 
a willingness to partake in shenanigans, she welcomes the opportunity to be at 
KG with honor and pride. She also secretly admits that the Vikings are cool… 
(Staff Note: Gypsy Dee is also last year’s (last Yaar’s?) Bardic competition win-
ner.) 

Habiba is a student and teacher of the unity of spiritual ideals, and she trains in 
several mystical traditions to find the common ground among them all. She has 
been a practicing Wiccan for over 10 years, a Mureed (student) of Sufi Order 
International since 2003, a nurse for 25 years specializing in mental health, a 
yoga teacher, and an active member of an Algonquin women's drum group. As 
a student of Unity, she feels called to act as spiritual diplomat between tradi-
tions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helmut: As a professional blacksmith and follower of the Smith's Path Helmut 
knows fire. In his younger days he earned several university degrees in forestry, 
financed by fighting forest fires during the summer. 

Hobbes is from Montreal and is a professional writer and storyteller. He is the 
president of the Montreal Pagan Resource Centre and believes in providing 
opportunities and offering choices to the local pagan community. In terms of his 
own spiritual path, it's a long and winding one. Not content with any one path or 
tradition, he explores freely; finding truth and enlightenment in a variety of cul-
tures and perspectives.  Feel free to visit Hobbes website http://
www.documentia.ca/storyteller/ 
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Jock MacGregor and his Laird 

 
At the dark time of the year MacGregor wandered into the forest to seek answers to the 
many questions that rattled around in his thick skull.  “Why is the sky blue?” “Why is 
underwear blue?” “What does wearing pants feel like?” “How does that guy get away 
with everything and I always get caught?” 
 
As he walked, it snowed and it snowed, and it 
snowed.  “Where the hell am I going,” he 
thought.  He stopped and took out his trusty 
flask and drank and relaxed.  The dark clouds 
covering his mind parted and he heard a voice 
crying out.  It was his own … 
 
Jock: O, Laird! What shall I tell thy children 
about the Bardic?! 
 
God: MacGregor? Is that you? Stop bothering 
me! 
 
Jock: But yer children seek direction in the 
Bardic, Laird. 
 
God: Not again! 
 
Jock: Yer, Lord. 
 
God: Make something up.  Yeah, tell ‘em you’ve had divine inspiration. 
 
Jock: Will that work? 
 
God: Works for the Catholics all the time. 
 
Jock: But even they question ... the priests ... sometimes. 
 
God: OK, OK. Ya want some rules, set in stone? How about a neat relic? 
 
Jock: Sounds good God ... Sir ... Ma’am. A relic, yes! 
 
God: All right!  I’ll give you a sign or something.  Hey!  How about a burning bush?  
They are very popular. 
 
Jock: Oh no, not at Raven’s Knoll.  All those pines.  Ach! 
 
God: Oh yeah.  Well, I’ll send something and you make it look good.  Don’t mess it up.  
Dazzle ‘em MacGregor. 
 
Jock: Yes, Laird. 



  

 

 

Rituals 
Where there is a double astrix (** ) behind the name of the artist or presenter, it 
denotes that the presenter has a biography. 

Before Breakfast Banishings – Rikki LaCoste** Every morning stupid 
o’clock, Rikki will conduct his daily LBRP. Not only is this a personal Banishing, 
but also serves the purpose of clearing the festival of any lingering negative 
psychic debris. Please feel free to join and add your presence and energy, or 
perform the ritual alongside Rikki, or sit in the cool morning grass and take it all 
in. (Staff note: stupid o’clock is a relative of dawn o’clock and dark o’clock, offi-
cial security terms). 
 
Children’s Warrior Circle — Doug Thew** Inspired by the adult warrior cir-
cles, this event allows kids to face each other in an honor battle with boffo-
based weapons. Kids will learn the basics and history of the warrior path before 
they pick up their boffo weapon and face their opponent. 
 
En Francais, S'il Vous Plait! – Lucie DuFresne and Alex Del Busso** Qui 
sont les voyageurs réel? Les Français bien sûr! Rejoignez-nous et de célébrer 
l'esprit français. Even if you are not bilingual or have not worked in French be-
fore, please feel free to attend. 

Farewell Ritual / Ceremonie d’adieus – Auz & MA and Friends Sooner or 
later every voyage must end. A new world discovered, we again set our sails for 
home bearing the riches of knowledge and experience we have gained. At this 
ritual we will say farewell to our friends old and new, to our Fest experiences, 
and to the unique community that we built for one week. But we will also rejoice 
in the memories that will remain. Come join your energies at this multi-tradition 
ritual to bid farewell to each other, our ancestors, and our Goddesses and Gods 
until we meet again. 

Fire Lighting Ritual – Salamander KG’s Firekeeper Salamander will preside 
over the annual lighting of the annual KG fire at the Drumming Fire Pit. 

GLBT Ritual – Alex Del Busso** "As Witches we dance between the worlds, 
let the dance carry us between the genders." With discussion and dance we will 
celebrate the union of the Goddess and the God from which we are all born. As 
we find our place in the world, embracing the Love of the Goddess and God for 
us, we explore how we can use the energy of this love in our daily lives. Every-
one is welcome – GLBTQ and friends. 

Healing Ritual – Redhawk** Healing is more than just physical - the mind, 
body and spirit need to be synchronized and working in harmony. 
When one or more aspects of ourselves are out of balance it impacts 
everything else. This eclectic ritual is designed to assist individuals 
with physical, mental or spiritual injuries to regain balance and har-
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Cormac (a.k.a. Fraser Sinclair): Once Kaleidoscope's friendly welcoming face 
at the registration table, Cormac now does something else for the festival. I 
don't know what. Often it seems to involve taunting the Flying Monkeys. Pretty 
young men are urged to steer clear of his tent… there are mantraps. 

Douglas Thew (aka The Ferryman, aka the Bungalow Bard Who Would Not 
Shut Up ….) It is questionable whether a bio for Douglas Thew is actually nec-
essary, as anyone who plans to attend KG, or even comes within 1000km of the 
Ottawa pagan scene, is generally given warnings about him that are both de-
tailed and dire. Lore has it that, if asked how he got the name The Ferryman, he 
must, under oath, recount the tale. Anyone caught asking “the Question” will be 
bound, gagged, stripped naked, covered in honey and tossed into Fraser’s tent 
as punishment.  

Elizabeth is a new mother who lives in Hull, Quebec. If she had time, she would 
advocate for midwifery care and breastfeeding support. Most days she can be 
found chasing after her ten-month-old son. She is also a teacher and musician. 

Erik Lacharity is a well known modern heathen reconstructionist, and the 
Lawspeaker of Runatyr Kindred, based in Ottawa. His path is called Frankisk 
Aldsido, or The Old Frankish Custom. It is a reconstruction of authentic Frank-
ish heathenry in the modern world. Find him on the web at http://
aldsido.blogspot.com (Staff Note: We read his blog and found it really interest-
ing. We’re sure his workshops will be brilliant too.)  

Ethan and Kaitlyn Kincaid stumbled on Paganism and fell face-first into an 
exciting life. They call themselves chaos mages, Tantrikas, Pagan Heathens, 
Dreamers or Tree Hugging Dirt Worshippers, depending on the day. They live in 
Montreal, writing novels and developing video games. Living, reading, and 
building their Path as they go, their greatest joy is in learning and inspiring oth-
ers. 

George Bailey has spent many years making weapons, and teaching people 
weapons craft. A follower of Asatru and Druidism, George and his friends enjoy 
meeting new people and teaching them where the pointy end goes. He also 
enjoys sitting down and getting to know the survivors.  

Gina Ellis is an Elder of the 30+ year-old coven of the Silver Wheel (Ottawa & 
Montreal). What eventually became the Kaleidoscope Gathering was founded 
as a Lammas meeting of souls by Gina on her land 22 years ago. She also 
holds the In-Fest festival each Labour Day long weekend. 

Greg Currie, poet / writer / witch, is probably better known as “Frosty the Pa-
gan” (or “Frosty the Lubricator” ... as in beverages, people, please!), is a long-
time Bardic performer from London, Ontario, and the webmaster of http://
thewicca.ca. 

Greg has been an initiate of the Hermetic Tradition for 20 years. He currently 
administers the Outer Court work in Canada for the Fraternity of the Hidden 
Light. He works with students from around the world and maintains a number of 
websites and blogs on the subject. Greg has dedicated his life to helping others 
along the path of inner transformation which we call The Great Work. 



  

 

 
Anat is a mother, wife, dancer, student, chantress, drummer, priestess, scribe 
in the service of Maat, and servant in the House of Eset and Set. She has fol-
lowed her own Kemetic path, and devoted herself to the ancient Egyptian gods, 
for the last ten years. 

Bonnie Coursolle is on the road to discovering the spiritual path that is right for 
her. Along the way, her interest in prayer and meditation beads and how they 
can be incorporated into any spiritual practice was brought to light. Her com-
pany, Jasper Moon, makes and sells a variety of bead sets, along with jewelry, 
dowsing & divination products, tree of life pendants, pewter cloak clasps and 
other miscellaneous items. You can find her at a diverse mix of eclectic events 
across Ontario, including music festivals, pagan retreats, medieval fairs & craft 
shows or online at www.jasper-moon.ca. 

Brendan “Cathbad” Myers: No one actually knows where Brendan Myers (aka 
Brendan #1, aka Brainy Brendan, aka Cathbad (pronounced “KAH-vad”)) origi-
nally came from. One day, about 20 years ago, he just appeared sitting in a 
tree, unwashed and shouting incomprehensible philosophical and theological 
statements in Gaelic at passers-by. These days Brendan spends his time pen-
ning books (four so far) and counting German power tools at Raven’s Knoll as 
the Inventory Goblin. The brave and foolhardy can find him on the ‘net at:http://
wildideas.net/cathbad and http://northwestpass.livejournal.com. 

Caroline Denby/ Inspirenergy is a Spiritual Adventuress. I love exploring and 
experiencing the energies of the Universe, in all their wonder-filled manifesta-
tions. Along with homeschooling four amazing children, I practice crystal energy 
healing, Reiki and crystal sphere massage, create crystal energy jewellery, 
tools and Sacred Geometries and facilitate energy workshops. Sometimes I am 
accompanied by Seraphina, the Travelling Gypsy and Crystal Diva. Seraphina 
loves to share her intuitive knowledge of crystals with mini-stone readings for 
anyone who is interested. I love connecting with people and sharing ideas, in-
sights and information. We are here to play together! Let's enjoy, in joy! 

Catherine Starr is an Elder in several different traditions and has been leading 
groups and performing public rituals for over 20 years. She is a former First Offi-
cer of Covenant of the Goddess, and is the Canadian representative to the CoG 
Board. She represented CoG at the Parliament of World Religions Conference 
in Cape Town, South Africa . She continues interfaith work as the coordinator 
for the University of Toronto Campus Chaplains Association as the Wiccan 
chaplain. As a founding member of Magical Acts Ritual Theatre, her play, 
"Oracles from the Living Tarot" has been performed annually since 1998. 

Chantelle Russell hails from Ottawa, where she is finishing her Masters de-
gree in Canadian Studies. 

Biographies 
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  Honouring the Nine Mermaids of the Northern Seas – Linda Demissy** 
This ritual, a follow-up from the Nine Mermaids workshop, will help us to 
know the nine daughters of Aegir and Ran, mothers of Heimdall. Come and 
honour Them at the river’s shore.  

Main Ritual: Water – The Birth of the Universe – Alex Del Buso & Com-
munity** Long ago, the first deities were born of water, life as we know it 
appeared. Today, proud of our accomplishments and our grip on the earth, 
we are faced with a finding of destruction: the pollution of air, water, lakes 
and river. The need is urgent to return to the wisdom that comes from us 
marine depths.  Amphitrite and Poseidon will be invoked to bring us their 
teachings and their wisdom, to learn to live in balance with water and they 
fill us with their kindness. Come one and all allegorically "Friends of the 
Sea" dive into this adventure where the singing and dancing will make you 
rediscover the "Water" element of love and laughter!  

Memorial Ceremony for David Fraser – Veronica Sor-
cher A special ritual will be held to honour the memory of 
David Fraser, a much-loved member of the community. A 
permanent memorial will be established at Raven’s Knoll 
with stepping stones. Each participant will make their 
own stone on site, during the ceremony. David was a 
huge animal lover, so in that spirit, the stones will be 
used to decorate the Knoll’s pet cemetery by the main 
house, near the entrance. 

Men’s Ritual – Dr. Brendan Myers** Life is a Voyage, a 
time of transformations and changes. Are you the Captain or the cabin boy 
of your life? Come ye all and gather to focus your energies on the collective 
male voyage, as well as your personal journey. (Staff Note: Although Bren-
dan is one of the creative team that creates the program, he failed to submit 
his own write up. MA made one up, hoping to shame him into moving on it 
… the cobbler’s children and all that, we guess! Still, it will be awesome.) 

Men’s Warrior Circle – Hobbes** An exploration of the warrior spirit within 
all men! This event will involve discussion of how the archetype of the War-
rior is expressed, as well as the techniques and reactions of a warrior. 
There will also be ritualized combat using foam weapons to hone our war-
rior skills and determine a champion.  

Mixed Warrior Circle – Hobbes** At this event, as with past years, the 
champions of the Men’s and Women’s Warrior Circle will unite in a ritual of 
competitive camaraderie using foam weapons. Be prepared to cheer for 
your champion in good spirit!  

Munay-Ki Rites – Denise The Prophecies of the Ancient Americas speak 
about this time in history as a period of great transformation, a time to make 
an extraordinary difference in the world. They foretell of a new human  



  

 

appearing on the planet – a person of wisdom and power who lives free of fear 
and resides in their eternal nature; accepting stewardship for all creation. The 
Nine Rites of the Munay-Ki are the codes for the new human. The Munay-Ki is 
your invitation to step into the world of creators, who choose to dream an entire 
new world into being. Granny Denise will show a short video, and then open 
sacred  space and briefly explain the rites. She will then do the first rite for those 
who are interested. This ritual will be preceded by a workshop in the Rookery; 
the ritual will be in the Rookery Grove.  

Offerings to Lugh – Thornhaven Every morning, Thornhaven will be doing 
rituals and offerings to Lugh. There will also be information about Lugh at the 
Thornhaven camp. Feel free to join them, or leave your own as you pass by the 
Standing Stone in your travels.  

Stag King Competition – KG Male Elders and 2010 Stag King                  
The great Kaleidoscope tradition. Life, death, rebirth, blood, 
the forces of nature… all in one tight package bursting with 
testosterone and machismo! What more could you ask for? 
Any man of age may join the competition. Boys, girls and 
women are welcome to cheer at the start and finish, but 
please keep the ritual sacred by staying away from the com-
petitors during the ritual. 

Third Gender Ritual – Jade and Reyl** Our voyage this 
year brings us to the river Nile, which had a festival in honour of Hapi, the god/
dess of the Nile. Hapi is depicted with a beard, large breasts, and a large stom-
ach. With the coming of Hapi comes the flooding of the Nile, which brings fertil-
ity, and which brings all the many parts of ourselves together.  

Traditional First Nations Drumming & Ceremony —Big Wind  Big Wind, a 
traditional drumming group composed of Bonnechare 
Algonquin First Nations, has honoured Raven’s Knoll 
with the offer of performing a smudge, blessing and tra-
ditional drumming ceremony, including a land blessing. 
All are welcome to attend to listen, learn and dance.  
They will be performing pre-KG due to schedules.  

As a matter of ritual protocol, no one who has been 
drinking or who is carrying alcohol, should be near the 
ceremonial drum itself. Dogs are also not allowed near 

the drum. Those in attendance around the fire pit watching or dancing should 
also be free of alcohol. 
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 Bardic 2011 Rules 
By Jock MacGregor 

1. i.) Performers have five (5) minutes, total, to present a piece 
never performed at KG Bardic before. 
ii.) Song, story, stand-up, recitation, theatre ... any style is al-
lowed.  The more “off the book” you are the better, but reading 
a piece okay. 
iii.) You will be judged on Material, Presentation, and Per-
formance. 

 
2. The Bardic will consist of 18 slots of five (5) minutes each.  
 Registration will be Saturday morning at The Rabbit Hole at 
 10:00 a.m.  Get there on time, to try to get on the list.  
 
3.   Bribes are fun! But they certainly do not guarantee a win.  
 They are part of  your 5 minutes.  Keep ‘em short.  Be creative!  
 Jock likes alcohol, MA likes chocolate (and puppies), and Auz 
 likes smoked  fish, pickled fish, salted fish, canned fish, and 
 beer.  The Judges don’t expect a three course meal, but last 
 year they got one.  
 
4.   Be Prepared.  Be Sharp.  Have all you need ready to go. Get    
 up!  Tell us who you are.  Bribe.  Tell us what you are going to 
 do.  Perform.  Accept accolades.  Get off.  Not humming, no 
 tuning, having or wasting valuable Bardic time we could have 
 sold to Facebook for an exorbitant amount for a cheap ad. 
 
5.   The Bardic is a community event, so performers should re
 member that there are children in the audience.  You don’t 
 have to be lilly white, but avoid swamp green.  If a performance 
 is beyond the pale, a large loud man in a kilt will get you to 
 stop. 
 
6.   The MC runs the Bardic.  His/her decisions on all things are 
 final.  The MC is Jock MacGregor.  (Both Odin and Hecate 
 were consulted in the creation of this rule.) 
 
7.  The Judges are the power under the kilt.  Their decisions are 
 unquestionable and their whims are as life to us mere mortals.  
 You’ve been told.  Above all ... Have fun! 



  

 

 Trans 101 – Reyl** People of many gender identities come to KG. Help make 
everyone feel welcome by educating yourself. This workshop will include an 
explanation of different trans identities, how to help trans people feel welcome 
in gendered spaces, and how to be an ally to trans people in your community. 
We will also try and answer other related questions that participants may have. 

Working with Spirit Animals – Catherine Starr** For over 20 years, I have led 
people through a guided meditation that opens them up to the opportunity to 
meet your sacred or spirit animal. This is a trance journey to meet the sacred 
beings that want to teach you more!  
Worship and the Work – Greg** Blending the Hermetic Tradition with the Wic-
can and other Worship traditions is a goal of many schools. We will discuss the 
prevailing opinions and stereotypes as well as those who perpetuate them. 

Zombie Apocalypse Preparation! – Scarlet** What do you need to have in 
your emergency magical bomb shelter against the Zombie Apocalypse? What 
kinds of zombies are there in myth and culture? Let’s talk about how to deal 
with them and how to survive. Be a warrior! Be a survivor! (Pirates note: Or be 
an undead pirate. They’re cool.) 

(Celts Note: We don’t actually have anything to say… we just wanted the last 
word).  
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The Trials of Artemis —KG Female Elders The KG men 
have the Stag King. Now, finally, the women have the Trials 
of Artemis. We are looking for women who are willing to take 
the tests and trials of what is expected of them in this day and 
age, drawing on the spirits of our ancestors and their trials. If 
you feel up to the task, come out and test your abilities. Who 
will be the first to be crowned The Huntress?  

Twelve Step Healing and Recovery Ritual – Mark 
Hughes** All those taking recovery a day at a time are in-
vited to come contribute and partake of each others’ support 
and healing energies.  

Voyager River Blessing – Eric Lacharity  The Bonnechere River is part of a 
larger waterway system that remained the lifeblood of our nation for the past 
three hundred years. The early French settlers used its bountiful nature to feed 
their communities and it was a major trading grounds between them and the 
First Nations. The past century saw the Bonnechere an important river used in 
the logging industry, a river that took its fair share of souls. Erik Lacharity will 
bring the history of the Bonnechere and the groups that used her, the First Na-
tions, Voyageurs and Loggers into a cohesive ritual that will impart upon those 
partaking of it with a sense of reverence and awe as they will get to know her by 
her deeds. Raven's Knoll benefits from her many gifts and through the river 
blessing, La Bonne Chere will receive our gratitude 

Welcoming Ritual / Ritual de bienvenue – Auz & MA and Friends** The start 
of a new Kaleidoscope Gathering is like the start of a new voyage: the horizon 
seems a long ways away, we anticipate the adventures and discoveries to 
come, and we don’t entirely know exactly where we’ll be and what we’ll find 
when we reach that other shore. So join us for the ritual start of our 
journey, casting off and setting sail as a community for KG 2011. 

Women’s Warrior Circle – Kim** An exploration of the warrior 
spirit within all women! This event will involve discussion of how the ar-
chetype of the Warrior is expressed, as well as the techniques and reactions of 
a warrior. There will also be ritualized combat using foam weapons to hone our 
warrior skills and determine a champion.  

Women's Ritual: The Dream Dance of Creation – Meri Fowler** This year, 
for the Women’s Ritual, Meri Fowler will lead The Dream Dance of Creation. 
This Shamanic ceremony is part of the Women's mystery of birthing. We give 
birth to our children, to our reality, and to ourselves. But deeper than that, we 
can embody the Goddess and understand the birthing of the Universe. This is 
truly a journey to the center of who we are in a gentle and magickal unfolding. 
All women and trans-gender women are welcome.  (Ce rituel sera présenté 
dans l'anglais et le Français. This ritual will be performed in both English and 
French.) Please bring a drum or rattle if you have one, ankle bells or other 
dancing jewelry, something to sit on, and something to decorate the altar.  



  

 

 

 Concerts & Performances 
 
Bardic Circle: Children's Bardic – ‘The Ferryman’ & Hobbes If you’re a kid 
with a special talent that you want to show off, this is your chance to hog the 
spotlight. Hosted and judged by the KG Bards, the KG Kids Bardic is the place 
where kids get to shine and entertain. The winner of the KG Kids Bardic gets to 
perform their piece in the Adult Bardic on Saturday night! 

Bardic Competition –  Jock MacGregor & Friends Singing. Dancing. Stories. 
Music. Performance Art. Good-spirited competition. This is THE Bardic Circle. 
(If you still do not know what “Bardic” is ask the person standing beside you. If 
they do not know, grab them and go together to find someone who does.) As 
usual, kids will be the pre-show warm up. Please note, this year, we will return 
to the tradition of having the Bardic at the largest fire pit, the Drumming & Danc-
ing Fire Pit. For those with mobility issues to access the area, a shuttle will be 
offered, but only for those who cannot get there on their own. Laziness is not a 
disability! J Meet at the Rookery at 8:15(ish) for a ride.  

Bards Unleashed – The Ferryman** An open mic session for anyone who 
wants to share their bardic skills – music, verse, dance, monologue, whatever – 
but who do not want to participate in the competitive aspect of the annual Bardic 
Competition. No age limits, no time limits. As Heather Dale sings, “Come and 
be welcome, ye bards one and all!” (Staff note: a prize will be awarded if any-
one manages to re-leash The Ferryman… and gag him if possible.) 

Celtic Sea As fine a crew of rogues and scallywags as 
ever put beater to bodhran. Jigs and reels, sea shanties, 
pub ditties, (and even a bit of Mediaeval tunes for them’s 
as favour a bit o’ culture) and all else guaranteed to get a 
pirate roarin’ o’er his grog and dancin’ on the deck. Don’t 
miss one of the finest pub bands in Eastern Ontario. 
http://celticsea.bravehost.com/ This lively band has even 
created new pirate songs just for KG!  

Fireside Tales – Rikki LaCoste** Come and join us around 
the fire every evening as the sun goes down, for delightful 
myths and pagan tales, followed by unexplainable experi-

ences and ghost stories that will make your skin crawl. The first part of 
the evening, while the children are awake, Rikki LaCoste will read some 
bed-time stories in his engaging (and often quirky) way. Then, when the night 
deepens, share your own stories of the supernatural, the bizarre and the mysti-
fying; or just sit and listen. Tell and hear of local legends, hauntings, divine visi-
tations, personal accounts, baffling mysteries, and terrifying experiences, 
and the like, as long as they are ... true? Bring a blanket, as there will be 
shivers ... and don’t come alone. 
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Spirit Guide Contact – Myst** Myst will guide you in a meditation, in which you 
could potentially meet one of your Spirit Guides. We will also learn grounding 
and protection techniques for any kind of energy working. 

Tarot in Twenty Minutes — Gina Ellis Tarot is an occult art. But that does not 
mean studying it has to be occult, too. Many tarot books and teachers make 
tarot reading seem complex. They don’t let you in on the actual ‘secret behind 
the veil’ because they obfuscate with frills, bells and whistles (Renumber the 
Trumps! Complex Systems! Pretty Pictures!). Gina will help you cut through the 
B.S. to clear out the tarot clutter to help you access the tarot's own timeless 
realm. (Staff note: this popular workshop used to be Tarot in 10 minutes, but as 
Gina quips "age and infirmity" have expanded the lesson!)  

Attitude of Gratitude: Live Your Life Happy – Bonnie Coursolle** Sincere 
gratitude can bring magic and miracles into your life. We are so caught up in 
daily obligations and relationships that we forget to be thankful for all our bless-
ings. Discover some tools that you can use every day to help you focus on the 
positive. Improve your emotional well-being and general happiness level. Live 
the life you were meant to live. All ages welcome.  

Mermaids of the Northern Seas – Linda Demissy** Discover the Sea God-
desses of the Northern Tradition, daughters of Aegir and Ran, mothers of Heim-
dall. They are the spirits of Sacrifice, Fear and Faith, Sorrow and Suffering, 
Mystery and Wayfinding, Tides and Rhythms, Cold and Loneliness, Obsession 
and Motivation, Fair Weather and Joy, Erosion and Patience. Learn how their 
teachings apply to modern lives, based on corroborated personal gnosis. 

Origin of the Sabbats and Esbats – Cormac** Our festivals have their roots in 
an agricultural society. So how can they be relevant for us today? I hope to be 
able to assist you, through two-way dialogue, to discover the essence of the 
message in each Sabbat and Esbat, and how you can make them relevant for 
your own personal rituals. Let’s have a good conversation, where new and ex-
perienced people can learn and share their thoughts. I encourage you to bring 
notebooks and pencils. But there is no test. (Staff note: Actually, we (the secret 
cabal of ascended masters who really run this festival (or S.C.A.M for short)) 
will be testing Cormac…) 

Raging Grannies – Denise** They are an awesome sight! Social activists with 
pizzazzzz. The Raging Grannies are caring older women who use song and 
humour to raise awareness of issues about peace, the environment and social 
justice. They are gals who like to dress up and get into the action. Music and 
humour -- what a way to support the change we want to see! We think that what 
we have to say as elders is important. We think that what we have to say as 
women is important. Come hear about us and maybe learn a song or two. 
Smiles are guaranteed. (Staff note: Pirates and Vikings take heed – play nice or 
we sic the Grannies on you.) 



  

 

Penny Pinching for Pagans – Redhawk** Want to know how the wild orchids 
can feed so many people and not go broke? Want to know how they got their 
gas for free to drive up to the Knoll? Want to know how to make $1 turn into $10 
in value?? Join us in learning how to best use your points programs, sales fliers 
and more to make life seem rich without spending like the rich. (Pirates note: 
Plundering works well, too.) 

Plant Spirit Walk – Janice** Janice is back by popular demand . Join Janice 
on the Plant Spirit Walk. Discover the language of the land through the plants 
we discover on out walk. Meet up at the Rookery. 

Polyamory 101 – Reyl** What’s it like to be in love with more than one person 
and be open about it with all involved? Wow!  What a concept! What is 
“polyamory” anyway?  What isn’t it?  What shouldn’t it be?  What could it be?  Is 
it complicated?  Where are the limits?  Slippery slope?  Is it for you?  How does 
it apply to monogamy?  (Staff note: Reyl will forever avoid conversations with 
Auz and MA before the program is finished, to avoid further being roped into 
doing workshops. But we thank him for stepping up. We hope he remembers!) 
Ages 18 and up, svp. 

Prosperity Ritual – Craig Walker It was many moons ago that the first pros-
perity ritual was ever performed at KG. A few men got together and gave a part 
of their wealth so that one would prosper. Using sacred scrying cards and to-
kens they called upon the Goddess Fortuna to choose the prosperous one and 
name him Her champion. The Prosperity Ritual, if you haven’t heard of it in the 
past, is a charity event run at KG. Every year the participants make a donation 
to the chosen charity and we gather for a fun friendly game with myrth, merri-
ment and, of course, libations. If you wish to know more seek out the rite master 
Craig Walker and he will gladly tell you the details. Everyone over age 18 is wel-
come to attend.  

Sex Magic and Tantra – Ethan and Kaitlyn Kincaid** Neither “sex ed”, nor 
simply “How to Be a Better Lover”, this workshop will discuss the concept of sex 
magic with a focus on the Tantra. It is a practical class with an emphasis on 
how to conjure and use sex magic, the possible applications for erotic energy, 
the ethics of how and why we use it, and other related topics. This is a non-
touching, 18+ only event. Participants will not be required to do anything which 
embarrasses them.  

Shamanistic Paganism: Derived from Aboriginal practices? – Chantelle 
Russell** This seminar will explore what relationship there is (if any) between 
indigenous practices of ‘Shamanism’ in Aboriginal Eastern Canada (Ojibwe, 
Algonkian, Iroquois, Cree, Mi’kmaq, Innu) and contemporary neo-pagan prac-
tices (Wicca, neo-witchcraft, Eco-pagan, goddess worship). We’ll look into sha-
manistic world views, and examine shamanistic practices involving spirits, meth-
ods, and/or relationships within communities, and between differ-
ent communities of beings. 
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Heather Dale & Ben Deschamps We love them so much they are back again! 
Known for her interpretations of ancient legends, Heather Dale’s rich voice and 
evocative recordings have earned her fans around the world. Heather and Ben 
combine elements from Celtic folk, blues, jazz and world music… and excel at 
finding modern themes within old material. www.heatherdale.com  

Improv Show – Steve** Having done the workshop earlier, or just feeling confi-
dent to show off your improve skills live, come one and all to watch and partici-
pate in improvisation at its best. 

Pride Parade Be loud! Be proud! Be fabulous! Join the Fest GLBTQ community 
for the KG 2011 Pride Parade. The parade will following the GLBTQ ritual and 
wend its way all through Raven’s Knoll, spreading the rainbow spirit to all Fest-
goers. Feel free to join in as the Parade comes your way!  

Wychwood Children Wychwood Children is an alchemical elixir of Music and 
Magick conjured together by several enchanting singer/songwriters, together as 
one. At the heart of this ensemble are Jenny Robert (manifester and healer) 
and Rikki LaCoste (Hermetic philosopher and magician), two beloved musicians 
in their own right. This year introduces the birth of Wychwood Children, from out 
of the creative body of Toronto’s Wychwood Collective. Joining Rikki and Jenny 
is Greg Currie, poet / musician / witch. If you enjoy the delightful and haunting 
Musick of Wychwood Children, and want to explore further, please visit their 
respective musical pages http://www.reverbnation.com/jennyrobert & http://
panthea.bandcamp.com/), and please contact them to get on the Wychwood 
Children mailing list, and to receive their debut CD. 



  

 

Special Events 
Cooking Challenge – Leo Yarr me mateys, there be 15 of 
ye trapped on a desert isle with 3 Cap'ns, only one of ye can 
be rescued with us, ye has nothing but one of the following, a piece of beef, a 
chicken, pork, or wild game. Ye has 3 hours to impress us with taste, texture, 
and originality, and the winner gets rescued, to judge next year, and gets to 
hang the Golden Spatula Plaque at his tent for one year. See Cap'n Leo at the 
Buccaneer Beans to register (near the YAG, in Diagon Alley)! Limit 15 people. 
(Staff note: Those caught breaking fest rules will be “volunteered” as taste-
testers for this competition. Be warned.) 
 
Cthulhu Game – Steve** Do You Worship Cthulhu? Come play an eerie, 
creepy, interactive game of storytelling, group dynamics and secret identities. 
"Do You Worship Cthulhu?" is a game in which some members of the commu-
nity are not who they seem and the group must figure out who are loyal and 
true, and who are up to no good... before it's too late! Up to 30 can play. After 
Circus Jam, meet in front of the Rookery to go to Steve's camp fire pit. Ages 12 
and up. (Staff note: the game will be follow by a calamari cook-up). 

 
GLBTQ Meet & Greet KG alumni and newcomers alike are 
invited to a GLBTQ meet and greet. This is an opportunity to 
ask questions about the rituals or parade, meet people and 
generally get yourself into the Fest spirit. All are welcome. 
 

Mead Tasting & Judging – Jordan the Tall Do you make your own mead? If 
so, drop off a bottle or two to Jordan before the competition to have it entered. 
Experienced mead tasters will judge the meads and the winner will be an-
nounced at the Bardic competition Saturday night. Bragging rights can be yours! 
All those in attendance must be over 19. (Staff note: Please do not attempt to 
seek assistance from staff during this event. We’ll be… um… busy. Yeah.)  
 
Pirate’s Picnic Meet ‘n Greet Come gather on the foc’sle! 
Bring yer rations, yer grog pots… ye can even bring yer wee 
cabin boys (and girls o’ course). Join the Fest pirates for a little 
soiree to meet yer fellow crew and celebrate the settin’ sail of 
KG 2011. Mermaids, mermen, naiads, and all other manner of 
sea spirits and creatures also be welcome to join the carousin’. 
And normal folk as well, o’ course. (Staff note 1: a reward is offered if anyone 
can actually find any “normal folk” at fest), note 2: if you can’t read this pirated 
invite, it means “bring your dinner and come meet people!)”  
 
Pride Parade! Be loud! Be proud! Be fabulous! Join the Fest GLBTQ commu-
nity for the KG 2011 Pride Parade. The parade will start at the Rookery Grove 
and wend its way all through Raven’s Knoll, spreading the rainbow spirit to all 
Fest-goers. The parade will end up at the Rainbow Tree. Join in as it passes; all 
are welcome! 
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workshop to find out what these letters mean.) We’ll talk about different kinds of 
hauntings such as those based on psychometry, psycho-
emotive attachment, and whatever-it’s-called-when-something-
psychic-is-attached-to-an-object. Questions will be answered in 
French or English. Bring white sheet with eye holes (optional).  

Introduction to the Avalon Druid Order – Sarah Wibberley 
Yet more druids! An overview of the faery branch of druidism from the Isles of 
the Mighty, Ynys Afallon. What does Braithionic druidry look like? What do the 
tribes do? (Staff note: You can never have too many druids...)  (Pirates note: 
Yes you can.) (Celts note: Hey!) 

Navigating Spaces: The Creation of "Sacred Space" in Two Contemporary 
Heathen Communities –  Joshua Harmsworth** This presentation will intro-
duce the concept of ‘sacred space’ and the methods of intentional action that 
help establish, make meaningful and navigate that space. First, we will look at 
the ways in which ‘sacred’ and ‘mundane/secular’ space might be said to differ, 
the possible implications of these differences, and the ways that 'sacred space' 
is established. Then, we will look at examples from Canada and from Iceland, 
focusing on the function and meaning of various ritual acts that create Heathen 
sacred space. 

Medium and Magic: The Wiccan Approach to Dealing with Haunting – 
Lydia Knox** This workshop focuses on the basics: types of hauntings, what to 
do to cleans yourself and a place of a ghost, how to defend yourself, when to 
call in for help, and when to run! We’ll also talk about herbs and tools that you 
need when dealing with ghosts. This is a interactive workshop where partici-
pants are encouraged to bring their own ghost stories to the group and share 
their experiences, and methodologies. I hope we can all learn from each other. 
Bring your ghost stories! (Security note: warning! Small medium at large.) 

Morals and Ethics – Jason & Cormac** A pagan perspective. We as pagans 
all have a different view on what is considered moral. Each path contains its 
own belief system that sets a foundation of ethics that is unique. Jason Driver 
and his “partner” Fraser Sinclair would like to invite interested individuals to join 
us on this voyage to find out what ideals are commonly shared as well as the 
ways in which we differ. We will provide different viewpoints and examples in 
order to facilitate a wonderful exchange of personal thoughts and opinions. Our 
hope is that we can share as a community and come together to form a better 
understanding of how morals and ethics shape our daily lives.  

Pagan Parenting – Lee Ann Farruga and Patrick Gilliland** Our girls seem 
to have turned out all right. They are running the Youth Meet and Greet, Youth 
firepit and helping at YAG...so we figure we must be doing something right. We 
will be sharing our stories and ideas and having an open discussion on how to 
bring up pagan kids in a "normal" world. 

 



  

 

Heathen Frith-building – Jade** Heathens of many varieties come from far 
and wide to Kaleidoscope, as a gathering place. Here we sit together and build 
frith between individuals and groups. This workshop will describe what 
frith is, and discuss how Heathens from different places and world-
views can work together. 

Hedgewitchery – Juniper Jeni** Hedgewitchery is a shamanic Path 
in the tradition of the wise woman, völva, cunning man, folk healer and 
more. This workshop will look at the history of the word and how it came to be 
used today. What differentiates a Hedgewitch from other Witches? Is a Hedge-
witch also a Pagan, can he be a Heathen or have no religion at all? What does 
a Hedgewitch do and how? We will discuss common working tools, ritual styles, 
world views and cosmologies. Juniper will ‘show and tell’ some of her own tools 
and practices, and she encourages other Hedgewitches to do so as well.  

The Hermetic Tradition – Greg** What is the Hermetic Tradition that forms our 
Western Mysteries? The tradition which is manifest in the modern mystery 
schools and contacted orders is very different from the perceptions that the 
community has concerning "Ritual Magic." We will discuss how this perception 
came about and how it differs from the system of training which is given to stu-
dents of the Mysteries.  

Instant Ritual (Part One) – Mark Hughes** Learn how to plan a Ritual on the 
spot. We’ll cover basic Ritual templates, brainstorming, planning, personal inner 
workings, tools and skills needed to pull off a Ritual that works for small and 
large groups. We’ll talk about how to assess the skills of those who are helping 
with the Ritual, and how to work with people who have never done a NeoPagan 
style Ritual before. If time permits 2 or 3 scenarios will be presented to show 
how it works.  

Instant Ritual (Part Two) – Mark Hughes** Those who attended the first ses-
sion, will take what was presented earlier, and envision, construct, and facilitate 
an Instant Ritual. 

Instant Ritual (Part Two) – Mark Hughes** Those who attended the first ses-
sion, will take what was presented earlier, and envision, construct, and facilitate 
an Instant Ritual. 

Introduction to Ghost Hunting – Sophie Beaulne and Jason ‘Eagle Eyes’ 
Perrault** Is there something strange, in your neighbourhood? Who you gonna 
call? Sophie and Eagle Eyes! And there are many ways to hunt the invisible 
man in your closet. Some are magical, such as mediumship, trance, and sensi-
tives. Some are technological, such as EVP, EMF, K2, and WD40. (Come to the  
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 Silent Auction – Sammy & Sherrie As the Colonel is unable to make it to KG 
this year, this year’s charity auction shall be silent. Items can be brought to 
Greg and Sammy’s vending booth in Diagon Alley. A book of items shall be 
available there to bid upon. Bid often! The auction will end Sunday at 11:30 – a 
small “not silent” auction of some larger pieces will take place at that point. At 
the request of the Elders, this year we have agreed to have Raven’s Knoll also 
be a recipient of auction funds. When you pay for your item you may mark your 
money for RK, for our chosen charity, or share the funds between both. The 
Elders were very clear on this request, but we also feel it is important to give 
back to the local community. Although we normally change charities annually, 
the economy continues to cause job losses and hardship in this area so we will 
be donating to the Eganville Food Bank again this year.  
 
Siren’s Swim — Crazy Dave Allin Raven’s Knoll now has a private swimming 
area that allows for clothing optional swimming. As in past years, thanks to 
Crazy Dave, we are able to 
once again honour the Water 
Spirits by enjoying the pond in 
cool of the evening. Join us by 
torchlight at the beach for a 
nighttime dip. You are encour-
aged to swim with a buddy and 
children must be accompanied 
by an adult in the water. You 
have to sign in and out. You 
cannot be inebriated or you will 
be refused entry. Swim at your 
own risk. And don’t forget to 
say thank-you to the mad one 
for making this possible!   
 
Youth Meet ‘n Greet – Rowan & Miranda For the first time at KG, the Youth 
are hosting the first meet and greet of their very own. This is a chance for young 
Fest-goers (approximately 12-18) to meet, mingle and chat without the older 
folk hanging over their shoulders and listening in. All newcomers and KG alumni 
are welcome and encouraged to attend. Snacks will be provided.  

 
“Wizard of Oz” Come join in the fun and watch a film with 
popcorn! Make Jiffy pop first over Family Fire! Wear PJ's, 
bring sleeping bags and pillows! Adults welcome! (Pirates 
note: We are still upset our request for a ‘Pirates of the Car-
ibbean’ movie marathon was vetoed.) 



  

 

Workshops: Journeys 
Dream Work: Analysis and Therapy – Anat** Dreams are universal and time-
less. They defy logic and yet can hold hidden wisdoms. They can take us on 
great voyages without our corporeal selves, and without ever leaving the couch. 
Learn how to tap into your inner wisdom by unlocking the secret meanings of 
dreams. We will discuss the C. Hill methodology of dream work and therapy, 
and we will analyse a dream in an open discussion. Optional: Dream Bundles 
will be available for purchase. 

Elemental Journey: Guided Meditation – Anat** Become one with the ele-
ments as you imagine yourself journeying through air, earth, water, and fire. 
Gain a deeper understanding of our interconnectedness and experience its end-
lessness. Bring something comfortable to sit on or lay down on. Those who 
snore will be ruthlessly tickled. (Staff note: Randomly singing “Elemental Jour-
ney”, to the tune of Doris Day's “Sentimental Journey” will also not be tolerated.)  

From Maiden to Mother – Elizabeth & Marie** Becoming a 
mother is an important voyage from one stage of life to the 
next. This workshop aims to provide information on the prac-
tical as well as the spiritual aspects of pregnancy, birth, 
and baby care. We will touch on the topics of natural 
childbirth, breastfeeding, trusting your body, and 
mother's intuition, with plenty of room for questions and 
sharing experiences.  

Healing the Earth – Habiba** This spring, Habiba had the humbling honour to 
visit the 13 Indigenous Grandmothers, and have an individual audience with 
Grandmother Flordemayo and her musician, Ms. Imani. As they have requested 
of her, she will share with the Pagan community Grandmother's call to the peo-
ple of the Goddess to unite in service to Gaia. Habiba will explain how we may 
contribute our unique gifts to raise the voice of the Goddess in the healing of 
these times. We will be singing and dancing, so please bring a drum, your heart 
and your voice.  

Her Book of Shadows– Myfanwe**  A record of spiritual jour-
neys and explorations of the Craft over the years. A Show and 
Tell of what an artist did to the concept of a BoS. Maybe it will 
inspire someone to do create a book from scratch rather than 
filling in a "ready made" blank journal book. Or maybe just 
learn an interesting technique or two, like hand carved stamps, 
painted papers. 

Journey into (Your Own Energy) Universe! –  Caroline Denby/ Inspiren-
ergy** Come on an adventure into the world of energy and aura! Explore your 
own unique energetic landscape! Together, we will explore our personal energy 
Universe. We will identify our individual etheric fields, as well as those of others,  
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East of the Sun, West of the Moon, Part 1 – Lucie 
DuFresne**  We’ll start with the basic techniques of 
shamanic trance work, connecting to the web of life, 
opening up to the voices around us, and learning to 
listen. This is a hands-on workshop: bring a rattle if 
you have one. Some rattles will be provided. 

East of the Sun, West of the Moon, Part 2 – Lucie 
DuFresne**  Continuing on from the previous workshop, we will learn about 
finding allies: what are they, what can they do, what is the proper relation to 
have with them, maintaining a beneficial relation with one's ally(ies).  

East of the Sun, West of the Moon, Part 3 – Lucie DuFresne**  In this third 
and final workshop of the series, we will explore the universe according to sha-
manism, journeying and problem solving, staying healthy on the journey, main-
taining a stable home base, the limits of the possible. This is a hands-on work-
shop: bring a rattle if you have one. Some rattles will be provided.  

Effective Communication, and the Pagan Mediators Project – Tracey 
Hayes** Everyone of us has to deal with conflict at some point. Yet conflict is 
not always a bad thing and can be necessary to growth. In this workshop we will 
look at positive ways to deal with Conflict Resolution, and we will also learn 
about The Pagan Mediator Project. (Staff note: Pirates and Vikings are 
STRONGLY encouraged to attend this. Please.) 

GLBTQ Ritual Planning – Alex & Community Join Alex and everyone to plan 
this year’s GLTBTQ ritual and parade. All are welcome! 

Festing 101 - Not Just For Newcomers! – Redhawk** Come share in the rich 
history of the Festival, learn some inside jokes, and pick up some quick tips to 
make your Festival all that more enjoyable. First time wearing a sarong? Let me 
give you the secrets of being comfortable in your new relaxed look. See some-
one you would really like to meet up with but still taste and smell like sweat and 
bug spray? I have the answer to that one too. Come enjoy the exchange of 
tales and ideas to make your Fest the Best it can be! 

Fire Prevention – Helmut** Fires are at the centre of community. They create 
everything from tools to mystical experiences. However, they can also be dan-
gerous if not kept in check. At this practical workshop, Helmut will discuss the 
basics of safe fire care and fire prevention while camping. He will describe how 
fire hazard ratings are established, and what they mean. (Staff note to the Pi-
rates and Vikings: fire bad) 

 



  

 

Aura Cleansing – Scarlet** As we move through life and struggle with the daily 
events, our aura can sometimes become cluttered and cloudy, making us feel 
heavy and drained. Learn how to cleanse someone’s aura, in the traditional 
hoodoo method that Scarlet learned from her Louisiana teacher. This is a practi-
cal aura-sweeping workshop – be ready to participate!  

Banishing Rituals, Part 1 – Rikki LaCoste** This popular workshop, con-
ducted for the past 10 years at Kaleidoscope, will illustrate and take you through 
a comprehensive understanding of the components and functions of such an 
important and essential ritual. Rikki will demystify the ritual, describe its nature, 
and re-mystify it by illustrating various Banishings such as the Qabalistic LBRP, 
The Nameless Banishing, the ancient Greek Star Ruby, and a short but mighty 
Norse Banishing that feels kind of like an ethereal hammer blow! Then, Rikki 
will instruct you in the visualisations, vibrations, and movements of your pre-
ferred Banishing Ritual, as you transform your body, mind, and soul into a con-
duit of ineffable Divine forces.   

Banishing Rituals, Part 2 – Rikki LaCoste** This second presentation is prac-
tical.  Rikki will instruct you in the visualisations, vibrations, and movements of 
your preferred Banishing Ritual, as you transform your body, mind, and soul into 
a conduit of ineffable Divine forces. (Staff note: a reward is offered to anyone 
who successfully banishes the Ferryman) 

Building a Personal Divination System – Juniper Jeni** This workshop will 
take a look at creating a personalized divination system, something as unique 
as you are. We will look at how one can adapt other systems to suit their needs 
or start from scratch. We will look at different methods of casting and reading a 
collection set, from single drawing, to tarot layouts, and even using a tambou-
rine! We will look at personalizing the casting cloth as well. Anyone who has a 
unique divination system of their own will be welcome to bring it and show it off. 

Cultural Appropriation and Anti-Oppression – Jade** Pagans come to their 
paths with many different backgrounds, experiences, and interests. Many of us 
find ourselves performing rituals or adopting world-views from different back-
grounds than our own. We will discuss how to approach these experiences and 
each other from an attitude of respect. 

Ðie Ald Frankiskōn Sido (The Old Frankish Custom) – Erik Lacharity** An 
introduction to The Old Frankish Custom, the path of Frankish reconstructionist 
heathenry.  

Dude, can I borrow your eight-legged stallion? Auz** In this informal work-
shop, Auz will lead a discussion of how horses appear in Heathen lore. We may 
touch on Hermod's ride to get Balder back from the land of the dead, Skirnir's 
ride to woo Gerd for Frey, the origins and symbolism of Odin's steed Sleipnir, 
and the meaning of the runes Raido and Elhaz. (Staff note: Auz might be kid-
ding about the 'informal' part. Bring your best tuxedo or evening gown, just in 
case. Staff note 2: Horses will not be provided. Please bring your own, if on the      
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to bring us to a new view of ourselves as physical beings. We will create our 
own personal “bubble” in which we can travel through experiences and explora-
tions of the most mundane kind without being pulled into the drama of the jour-
ney. Finally, we will clear our chakras so that, while we adventure through life, 
we can remain balanced and flowing as we travel our free-spirited path.  

Journey of an Apprentice: Guided meditation – Anat** Take a journey back 
through time to Ancient Egypt and discover what it was like for a learning scribe 
and priest/ess. Walk in their footsteps and see through their eyes. In this guided 
meditation we will start with the voice of Dr. L. Jazwicki, a facilitator of Past Life 
experiences, reading the opening lines of a past life session that will transport 
your inner being back in time. Anat will read the rest of the journey. Bring some-
thing comfortable to sit on or lay down on. Those who snore will be ruthlessly 
tickled. 

Journey to the ends of the Earth. Or at least as far as Gotland, Sweden – 
Shane Hultquist** Using his own photographs, Shane will describe his journey 
to an archaeological dig in Gotland, Sweden, the land of the Vikings. Gotland 
was known for being the centre of trade for the Viking era. Copies of his book 
about the trip, with photos, will also be available for purchase. (Pirates note: 
Don’t worry, Vikings, the books has lots o’ pictures and very small words). 

Les Voyageurs – Erik Lacharity** Erik will present a discussion 
of the rituals and traditions of Les Voyageurs, the early French 
explorers of this part of the huge continent we live on.  

 

Piracy 101 - Myth vs. Reality – Kieran ‘Blackhand Sam’ Green** An histori-
cal voyage that casts the Jack Sparrow and "arrr" stereotypes overboard in 
search of the true pirates of the Golden Age of Piracy. How much of what we 
think we know about pirates is real, and how much is simply pop culture-
generated cliché? There is no workshop fee, however if anyone brings a bottle, 
the presenter will attempt to answer that question which has confounded pirates 
for centuries: “Where has the rum gone?” (Vikings note: We took it) 

Rites of Passage – Scarlet** Throughout life, we mark changes with various 
rites. Learn what rites of passage are marked in our spiritual traditions and how 
we can better meet the needs for marking changes in our lives. Explore the 
structure of a rite of passage and understand how this structure creates mysti-
cal experiences. 

Sacred Travels – Juniper Jeni** From Table Mountain in Cape Town, South 
Africa to the Temple of Apollo in Cypress to the Uffington Horse in England -- 
Catherine loves to travel and to share all the joys of hidden sacred spaces. In 
this workshop, she will share some of her pictures and experiences in visiting 
special places around the world. 



  

 

Walking the Hedge: A look at Hedgecrossing – Juniper Jeni** Hedgecross-
ing is kind of shamanic journey, a trance-work and an ecstatic rite. A variety of 
techniques and styles will be discussed, as well as how to find what will work 
best for you. What does trance feel like? How does one differentiate between a 
meditative state and an actual visit to the Underworld? What happens when you 
Cross? What is it like on the “other side”? We will look at different metaphors for 
that which separates this world from the next, and the physical realm from the 
spiritual, such as the Veil and the Hedge, and the symbols for that which con-
nects the worlds, such as the World Tree and the Crossroads. Feel free to bring 
your drum or rattle, book suggestions, stories, questions and experiences you 
wish to share. 

What I Did in Iceland in 2000, and Other Heathen 
Tales & Songs – Prudence Priest** Vikings and pi-
rates encouraged to attend. The more spirits you bring 
me to try, the more I sing! (Staff note: Want to know why 
there is "friggin' in the riggin'"? Better come to this work-
shop and find out.) 

Sporting Workshops & 
Events 

Archery – Helmut** It’s amazing how some wood, string, feathers, and (since 
it’s the 21st century now) fiberglass can be so dangerous at 100 paces away! 
Join Helmut the Many-Talented Blacksmith for some target shooting and per-
haps a little friendly competition. Everyone must come entirely sober, ready to 
take responsibility for safety of those around them at the 
event. (Staff Note: All children, participants or observ-
ers, must be accompanied by an adult.) (Pirates 
note: All Vikings must also be accompanied by an 
adult.) 

Archery & Spear Throwing Workshop (17 & Up) 
Mike Dunitz & George Bailey** Here’s your oppor-
tunity to try archery and spear throwing. Mike and 
George will provide instructions and suggestions and 
ensure a safe session for all participants. There will be 
limited space due to the number of spears and bows. If you 
have your own, please bring them! (No compound cross-
bows, please). Targets will be provided. (Vikings note: no 
Pirates, you can’t use a cannon) 
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 All Other Workshops 
 
AA/NA Meetings – The Friends of Bill W. Some people have a difficult time 
with the Well of Dionysus, the gold of Aegir's Culdron, Kvasir's Blood, or the 
products of Faerie Wings. If that describes you, then you are welcome to hang 
out with us for some positive support, on-site temporary sponsorship, or simply 
get some things off your chest. You're not alone. We ask attendees to maintain 
the trust and anonymity of other participants. Come together, and find support 
for your path in life from a community of sober, magic-loving people. (Staff note: 
daily meetings have been planned everyday of the week.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Achieving Serenity: An Ancient Spiritual Journey for Modern Pagans – 
Michel & Pamela Daw** What is the path to the best life? Where are we going? 
What really matters? What can make us truly happy? Is there an Art of Living? 
In this three-part, 90 minute presentation, we will look at how the ancient Stoics 
answered these important questions: “The Point: Life, the Universe and Every-
thing”, The Path: Doing the Right Thing, the Right Way, for the Right Reasons” 
and “The Practice: Courage, Serenity and Wisdom”. 

Ald Frankisk Aldsido – Erik Lacharity** An introduction to The Old Frankish 
Custom, the path of Frankish reconstructionist heathenry. (Staff note: Who’s 
Frank?) 

Ancient Egyptian Spirituality – Anat** We will look at what we know of an-
cient Egyptian spirituality based on the literature, both in funerary writings, and 
in the literature for the living. We’ll explore the Gods, practices, beliefs, temple 
functions, and Egyptian world view, with help from notes and photos presented 
on a laptop.  

 



  

 

Paper Bead Making – Bonnie Coursolle** Want to know how to make beauti-
ful, eco-friendly paper beads? This workshop will provide you with step by step 
instructions to achieve some stunning results! This craft was popular in the 
1920’s and 1930’s during the depression when money for pretty jewellery was 
not available. Today, making paper beads is an easy way to recycle junk mail or 
store flyers into funky beads for your jewellery projects. Anyone 10 years old or 
over is welcome to attend. All supplies provided. 

Pendulums! – Myst** Learn how to use a pendulum! Please bring 
your own pendulum to the workshop - and if you don't have one, 
check out the awesome vendors of Diagon Alley!  

Rune’d Leather – Gregory** Come making a set of runes out of 
leather and a pouch to carry them in. For all skill levels; even kids can do 
it. Workshop fee of $25 for materials. 

Scent Through the Ages - Kimi Bois / Gypsy Scents**  Kimi Bois will talk 
about where aromatherapy came from, why it was used, how it fell out of use 
and was then rediscovered. 

Stitch n’ Bitch – Sodayah** This use of the term originates as early as the 
Second World War. In 1999, Debbie Stoller started a Stitch 'n Bitch group in 

NYC's East Village, which was open to anyone who wanted to come 
to knit along or learn to knit. Like Stoller's original group, today's 

Stitch 'n Bitch clubs are generally casual groups of knitters 
who meet in public spaces such as bars or cafes for social-

izing and sharing knitting or crocheting advice. These 
groups are usually free membership and open to the public, 

and are listed in a directory of worldwide knitting groups that was started by 
Janish and today is maintained by Stoller: Official Home of Stitch 'n Bitch. As of 
2010, the site lists over 700 such groups. The Witches Stitch 'n Bitch is a group 
run in Toronto that is taking a visit to KG this year. So bring your project, some-
thing comfy to sit on and your bitching and join us. 

Tie Dye! Oh My! – Robyn Mulcahy Tie dye for adults and kids alike! Robyn 
has been collecting new and gently used tees for this purpose. Come one and 
come all (limit of 30 people!). Create something beautiful, unique and practical. 
Who couldn’t use another tie dye?  Materials Cost: $6 for the workshop, $2 if 
you bring your own material. 
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Archery & Spear Throwing Workshop (For youth 12 to 16) – Mike Dunitz & 
George Bailey** Here’s your opportunity to try archery and spear throwing. 
Mike and George will provide instructions and suggestions and ensure a safe 
session for all participants. There will be limited space due to the number of 
spears and bows. If you have your own, please bring them! (No compound 
cross-bows, please). Targets will be provided. Parents are welcome to super-
vise or watch. The number of participants may be limited to ensure safety and 
oversight.  

Axe Throwing – George Bailey & Mike Dunitz** Ever wanted to try axe throw-
ing but were afraid to ask? Or of axes? Well, here is a chance to do so. Mike 
and George will provide instructions and suggestions and ensure a safe session 
for all participants. There will be limited space due to the number of throwing 
axes. If you have your own throwing axes – not the wood cutting type - please 
bring them! A target will be provided. 

Introduction to the Sword – George Bailey and Mike Dunitz** The most 
highly attended workshop in the history of KG is back by popular 
demand! And we've added some new material for those who 
attended last year. Bring a waster, boken, broom handle, or 
piece of old hockey stick. There will be some extras on hand to 

borrow. No experience necessary. If you have ever wondered or 
just been curious, come and take part. 

KUBB Tournament – Shane Hultquist** Join Shane and his band of merry 
misfits as they show you how to play this awesomely fun game from Sweden. It 
does not matter if you are athletic or not, this game is for everyone! After a short 
lesson, we will proceed to have a ladder style tournament. If enough people 
join, we will do a team event. (Staff note: we recommend sun screen and wa-
ter!) 

Poi 1 (for Beginners) – Cara In this class we will introduce poi, the Maori-
derived peformance art of spinning balls on strings in beautiful patterns. The 
goal is not to have you walk away having mastered every move discussed, but 
rather to build up enough of a 'tool box' and working knowledge of poi that you 
can go off to practice, play, refine, dance, and invent on your own. There will be 
some poi to borrow, some poi available for purchase at-cost, or materials to 
make your own out of a pair of knee socks brought from home (your choice!). 

Poi 2 - Beyond the Basics – Cara For those who can already do butterfly, ba-
sic reels and turns, we will be discussing where to go next. We will cover poi-fu; 
transitions between moves, drills to up your game, and address challenges you 
may have encountered along the way. Bring your poi and your questions! 



  

 

Schedule 

Wednesday, July 27 
 
9:30 a.m. Ritual: Lugh as Patron of Festivals ......... Thornhaven Standing Stone 
 Ritual: BBK ....................................  Rikki LaCoste Beach 
 
11:30 a.m. Ritual: Opening Ritual .................... MA & Auz Beach Field  
 
2:00 p.m. Event: KUBB Tournament  ............ Shane Hultquist Beach Field 
 Event: Youth Meet ‘n Greet ............ Rowan & Miranda Rookery 
 Festing 101 ..................................... Redhawk Rookery Grove 
 Spirit Guide Contact ....................... Myst Birch Grove 
 AA/NA Meeting ............................. Friends of Bill W Gnome Home 
 
3:30 p.m. Event: GLBTQ Meet & Greet ........ All welcome Rookery Grove  
 Creating Your Own Blend .............. Kimi Rookery 
 Scottish Bard ................................... Lauire FM Standing Stone Site 
 Archery for Kids ............................. George & Mike Archery (Front) 
 Rune’d Leather  .............................. Gregory Diagon Alley 
 Beginners Drumming ...................... Melanie Birch Grove 
 
6:00 p.m. Event: Pirate’s Picnic (Meet & Greet) . All welcome In Front of Stage 
 
7:00(ish)p.m. Concert: Heather Dale & Ben Deschamps Stage 
 
After concert  Ritual: Fire Lighting ........................ Salamander Drumming Fire Pit 
After concert  Event: Fireside Tales  ...................... Rikki/Laurie 3 Hearth Fire Pit 
10:30-12p.m. Event: Siren’s Swim ....................... Dave Allin Pond 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stuff that happens every day: 
9:30 a.m. Before Breakfast Banishings (BBK)  ...... Beach 
9:30 a.m. Offerings to Lugh .................................... Standing Stone 
9:30-ish p.m. Drum Circle & Dancing .......................... Drumming Fire Pit 
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Creating Your Own Blend –  Kimi Bois / Gypsy Scents** In this workshop we 
will learn about the top, middle and bottom notes of a perfume or cologne blend, 
and learn how this was discovered and how it is commonly used. (Material cost 
$10).  

Crystal Sphere Massage – Caroline Denby/ Inspirenergy**  Explore the al-
ternate dimension of Crystal Sphere Massage! Whether you are travelling alone 
or with a partner, Crystal Sphere Massage will revitalize and re-energize you 
after a day of exploration and experiences. You will be guided through a full-
body massage using a crystal sphere and/or wand. The “massage therapist” will 
explore the landscape of the fully-clothed physical body while the person receiv-
ing the massage will experience relaxation and rest through the application of 
the sphere. Each crystal sphere will result in a unique voyage as the crystal 
supports the energy of the massage for both participants. After a long day of 
travelling and exploring, crystal sphere massage will support and revitalize you. 

Essential Oils in Everyday Use – Kimi Bois / Gypsy Scents** In this presen-
tation we’ll talk about what essential oils can be used in every part of a persons 
life, health and healing. We’ll look at their use for colds and flu, for pregnancy 
and babies, for around the house, and we’ll look at seasonal uses in summer 
and fall. 

Foil Cooking Workshop – Redhawk** Last year’s workshop was such a suc-
cess that the demand for another started later the same day it was first pre-
sented. In this simple camp cooking workshop you will learn to make a com-
plete vegetarian dish (carnivores can add their own choice of meat) that you 
can cook in foil for your camp site. All items (other than meat) are included in 
the $5 cost of the workshop. Please bring a decent knife for cutting veggies!  

Hoist the Colours, Lower Your Standards! Making your own Pyrate flag –  
‘Gypsy’ Dee Taonax** This workshop will offer a basic history of the ‘Standard’ 
or pyrate flag, and some of the more notable famous/infamous ones, and why 
they were flown. Participants will be encouraged to design 
their own standard using a variety of stencils provided by 
myself. Finished product will be a custom designed flag, 11" 
x 17" ready to be flown proudly wherever they roam. ($2 
material fee). 

Knitting with Balls – Shane Hultquist ** This workshop 
will forever dispel the stereotype that only women knit. There will be some his-
torical talks, discussions, and even some knitting! If you are a man and don't 
know how to knit but always wanted to learn, feel free to join us. Extra needles 

and yarn will be available to purchase at $10 for a set of needles and 
yarn to keep. If MA remembers, there will be also extras just to bor-

row and give it a try. (Staff note: Remember, it's not how long 
your needles are. It's how you use them.) 



  

 

Tribal Fusion Belly Dance and Body Consciousness Techniques – Ty-
Tanya** TyTanya is offering a Belly Dance class for those who are interested in 
strengthening and becoming more present with their body, so as to promote 
change with the body, mind and spirit. These mind and body techniques will be 
addressed gently, while having fun learning belly dance! What would it be like to 
have ease with your body? Would you be willing to find out? 

Twilight Circus Jam – Cara Bring your hula hoops, poi, staffs, escrima, fans, 
diablos, rope darts, devil sticks, juggling balls, and other toys out to play on the 
beach - especially your LED and light up tools for some glowy evening fun. 

Voyages of Transformation with the Good Ship Ukelele – Thomas Dean** 
Leave your cares and troubles behind as the sweet 
Aloha Breezes gently take us away to serenity. 
Join us for a special interactive journey in which we 
use the magical and heart-opening technology 
called the Ukelele. Haven’t got one? We have great 
ones you can borrow. No experience? This is 
where you get the experience. No talent? We’ve 
got the astounding “Wall of Sound” going for us, so 
no one will ever know! You’ll be safely guided into 
the magic of the Ukelele and the creation of your 
own Aloha Breezes in this unforgettable and possibly life-changing voyage. 

Arts, Crafts, Crystals, Scents, etc. Workshops 
 
Amber and Jet: The Witch's Jewels – Prudence Priest** Learn about these 
two magical stones, which are not stones at all! Prudence will cover the lore, 
mythology, and uses of amber and jet, as well as bring many different examples 
from her private collection to “show and tell.” She has been selling amber and 
jet since the 80’s, and travels to the Baltics annually to buy amber. The Baltic 
Sea is home to the goddess Jurate and some of the world's best amber. 

Boffo Weapon Workshop- Hobbes** Learn how to make your own boffo 
sword from PVC piping, insulation foam, and duct tape. These are the weapons 
used the in warrior circle events that have been so popular in the past few 
years. Pre-registration required and there is a $5 fee per person. (Vikings note: 
Medics will be on hand for any Pirates who manage to stab themselves with a 
foam weapon.)   

Carving Celtic Knotwork for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced– 
Gregory** Bring a sample of your work so the Leathersmith can asses what 
skill level to instruct you. Fee $20.00 each or $50.00 for all three sessions. 
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Thursday, July 28 
 
9:30 a.m. Ritual: Lugh as Wise One............... Thornhaven Standing Stone 
 Ritual: BBK .................................... Rikki LaCoste Beach 
 
10:00 a.m. Journey of Apprentice .................... Anat Rookery 
 Boffer Building ............................... Hobbes Rookery Grove 
 Sabbats and Esbats .......................... Cormac Standing Stone Site 
 Heathen Firth-building ................... Jade Birch Grove 
 Fire Prevention ............................... Helmut Hearth Fire Pit 
 Achieving Serenity ......................... Michel & Pamela Horseshoe Pit 
 
11:30 a.m. Ritual: Franchophone Ritual ........... Alex & Lucie Birch Grove 
 Through Crowley’s Hole ................ Gina Rookery 
 Crystal Sphere Massage .................. Caroline Rookery Grove 
 Building a Coracle .......................... Dr. Brendan Standing Stone Site 
 Stitch 'n Bitch  ................................ Sodayah  Gnome Home 
 
2:00 p.m. Ritual: Women’s Ritual .................. Meri Fowler Birch Grove 
 Children’s Bardic Workshop .......... Ferryman & Hobbes Stage 
 Scents Through the Ages ................ Kimi Rookery 
 Dude, ...(8-legged horse) ................ Auz Rookery Grove 
 Instant Ritual #1 ............................. Mark Standing Stone Site 
 
3:30 p.m. Ritual: Men’s Warrior Circle .......... Hobbes Birch Grove 
 Event: Cooking Challenge .............. Leo Diagon Alley 
 Foil Cooking ................................... Redhawk Rookery 
 East of Sun #1 ................................. Dr. Lucie Rookery Grove 
 Ghost Hunting 101.......................... Sophie & Jason Standing Stone Site 
 Polyamory ....................................... Reyl Gnome Home 
 Tie Dye! Oh My! ............................ Robin Horseshoe Pit 
  
5:00 p.m. Art of Performance ......................... Jock Horseshoe Pit 
 Journey to Ends of Earth ................ Shane Rookery 
 GLBTQ Rit Planning ...................... All welcome Rookery Grove 
 Hoist the Colours ............................ Gypsy Dee Diagon Alley 
 Bodhran Drummers Jam  ................ Gregory Smith Standing Stone Site 
  
7:30 p.m. Event: Bards Unleashed .................. Ferryman Stage 
 AA/NA Meeting ............................. Friends of Bill W Gnome Home 
 
9:30ish   Event: Fireside Tales ...................... Rikki/Laurie 3 Hearth Fire Pit 
Dusk-ish Event: Twilight Circus Jam ............ Cara Beach 
After Rikki Event: Cthlulu Game ...................... Steve Rookery (meet) 
After Rikki Event: “Wizard of Oz” film ............ The Lauries Rookery 
  
 
 
 



  

 

Friday, July 29 
 
9:30 a.m. Ritual: Lugh as Protector/Warrior .. Thornhaven Standing Stone 
 Ritual: BBK .................................... Rikki LaCoste Beach 
 
10:00 a.m. Ritual: Stag King Competition ....... KG Male Elders Beach (meet) 
 Elemental Journey .......................... Anat Rookery 
 Rites of Passage .............................. Scarlet Horseshoe Pit  
 Attitude of Gratitude  ...................... Bonnie Rookery Grove 
 Healing the Earth ............................ Habiba Birch Grove 
 Trans 101 ........................................ Reyl Gnome Home 
11:30 a.m. Les Voyageurs ................................ Erik Rookery 
 Maiden to Mother ........................... Liz & Marie Rookery Grove 
 Instant Ritual #2 .............................. Mark Standing Stone Site 
 Poi for Beginners ............................ Cara Birch Grove 
 Improv 101 ..................................... Steve Gnome Home 
 
1:00 p.m.  Ritual: Trials of Artemis ................. KG Females & Elders Rookery (meet) 
  
2:00 p.m. Ritual: Third Gender Ritual ............ Jade & Reyl Birch Grove 
 Intro to Swords ............................... Mike & George Beach Field 
 What I did in Iceland! ..................... Prudence Priest Rookery 
 Pendulums ...................................... Myst Rookery Grove  
 Patakin Drum Tales ........................ Rikki Standing Stone Site 
  
3:30 p.m. Ritual: GLBTQ Ritual .................... Alex & Community Birch Grove 
 Event: Kid’s Bardic Competition .... Hobbes & Doug Stage 
 Penny Pinching for Pagans ............. Redhawk Rookery 
 East of the Sun #2 ........................... Dr. Lucie Rookery Grove 
 Pagan Mediators ............................. Tracy Standing Stone Site 
 AA/NA Meeting ............................. Friends of Bill W Gnome Home
  
After Rit  Pride Parade .................................... All welcome Rookery Grove 
 
5:00 p.m. Ritual: Women’s Warrior Circle ..... Kim Birch Grove 
 Event: Mead Tasting and Judging ... Jordan Jordan’s Campsite 
 Book of Shadows ............................ Myfanwe Rookery  
 Drum Repair ................................... Jimi Rookery Grove 
 Hermetic Tradition .......................... Greg Gnome Home 
 
7:00 p.m. Concert: Celtic Sea                                                       Stage 
 
After Concert Event: Fireside Tales ...................... Rikki/Laurie 3 Hearth Fire Pit 
After Rikki Event: Sing-a-long (Songs & Shanties) .... Pirate Kat Hearth Fire Pit 
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pagan themes. Instruments welcome. This will be a round-
robin where we take turns suggesting, requesting, sharing 
or teaching a song. Participants are encouraged to raise 
their voices, sing with their hearts. It's not a showcase for 
talent - just singing for fun.  

Drum Repair-n-Care workshop– Jimi** Learn how to 
tune your drum so it always sounds fine. (Staff note: al-
though Jimi is good, if you are a really bad drummer, a 
tuned drum doesn’t make a lot of difference. Ask Auz.) 

Improvisation for Beginners– Steve** Improvisation is not just for actors. 
People from all walks of life and professions can benefit from the confidence, 
self-expression and spontaneity that comes from improv training. Learn the ba-
sics of saying "yes", shutting off that internal censor and leaping into everything 
with both feet. This is a physical workshop, so wear clothes you'll feel comfort-
able moving around in. Ages 13 and up. 

The Landsmeet – Dr. Brendan Myers** This is a social strategy game that 
Brendan invented to teach basic principles of political science to his students at 
Heritage College. It turned out to be so popular that students from other classes 
were coming to Brendan's class to play it. So I thought I'd try it at KG. Each 
player is the leader of an Iron-age village, who co-operates and competes with 
other players to choose a chieftain. It's simple, it's fun, and might get people 
thinking and talking too. Suitable for players 15 to 150 years old. (Staff note to 
Pirates and Vikings – you have to BUILD villages. Build. Not burn) 

The Scottish Bard –  Laurie Foster-MacLeod** If you love the songs of 
Robert Burns, or think that you might grow to love them, then this is your oppor-
tunity to learn some of the catchiest and sing them with others who share your 
obsession. Song sheets, with guitar chords, will be available. Some songs by 
Burns’ contemporary, Robert Tannahill will also be included. If you attend you’re 
guaranteed to be a hit at next year’s Robbie Burns night! (Staff note: Another 
way to be a hit at Robbie Burns night is to start your performance later in the 
evening, when everyone has had lots of uisce beatha.) 

Thor's Expedition to Utgard –  Austin "Auz" Lawrence** At this workshop 
Auz will tell the Norse myth of Thor's magic goats, how he got his human help-
ers, and all sorts of trouble he gets up to with Loki in the Land of the Giants. 
After the storytelling we will discuss interpretations of the lore in this story, such 
as the importance of Thor's hammer, the connection of humans to gods, the 
role of Loki, and the nature of Giants. (The storytelling part of the workshop is 
suitable for children.) (Pirates note: Vikings… goats… ‘nuff said) 
 
 

 



  

 

Music, Dance, Stories & Drama Workshops 
 
Art of Performance (Bardic or otherwise) – Jock MacGregor** Jock Mac-
Gregor can't make you a performer in an hour. But he can tell you where per-
formance begins, how to cultivate it and what you can hope to accomplish with 
it. Jock will discuss voice, movement, "the method," Stanislosky, Bertonisky, 
attitude, beer and the end of the world.  

Basic Conga Style Playing and Bata Rhythm – Jimi** 
Come join master drum maker and musical awesome 
dude, Jimi. Jimi will guide you in the basics of conga style 
playing and bata rhythm. 

Beginner Drumming – Melanie Melanie will be teaching 
4 rhythms that are basic and can mix well with any beats 
you might encounter at the fire pit. She will teach the basic 
notes on a djembe and identify what to play when you 
can't understand what the heck is being played around 
you. Perfect for beginners! 

Bodhran Drummers Jam – Gregory Smith** Bring your 
Bodhran and join in with fellow drummers. Welcome in an-
other year at KG with a Celtic drum jam! 

Bodhran Jam – Jock MacGregor** You Can't Beat A Bo-
dhran!? Yes, you can. Bring your drum and we'll gather for a 
quick tutorial and some practice and exchangr ideas. 

Campfire Singalong #1 Singalongs and Shanties – Kat 
Summerbell** Bring your songbooks or your favourite songs 
of East Coast, Irish, and Sailing tunes to the Family Firepit. Instruments wel-
come. This will be a round-robin where we take turns suggesting, requesting, 
sharing or teaching a song. Participants are encouraged to raise their voices, 
sing with their hearts. It's not a showcase for talent - just singing for fun.  

Campfire Singalong #2 Rise Up Singing – Kat Summerbell** Bring your 
songbooks or your favourite songs to the family firepit. This night's theme is fa-
vourites and folktunes - Bring your copy of Rise Up Singing, or any songbook of 
your favourite campfire tunes. If we degenerate into showtunes, Buffy-the-
Musical or Jonathan Coulton towards the end, I don't think anyone will com-
plain. This will be a round-robin where we take turns suggesting, requesting, 
sharing or teaching a song. Participants are encouraged to raise their voices, 
sing with their hearts. It's not a showcase for talent - just singing for fun.  

Campfire Singalong #3 Pagan Favourites – Kat Summerbell** Bring your 
songbooks and chant collections - this evening we'll focus on trading and swap-
ping our favourite pagan chants, rounds, harmonies, and songs. Not just those 
written for the pagan community, but any song you feel like sharing that voices  25 

 

Saturday, July 30 
 
9:30 a.m. Ritual: Lugh as Magician/Outsider/King .. Thornhaven Standing Stone 
 Ritual: BBK .................................... Rikki LaCoste Beach 
 
10:00 a.m. Ritual: Voyager River Blessing ...... Erik Beach 
 Ritual: 12 Step Ritual ..................... Mark Birch Grove 
 Ancient Egyptian ............................ Anat Rookery 
 Plant Spirit Walk ............................ Janice Rookery (meet) 
 Walking with Spirit Animals .......... Catherine Starr Standing Stone Site 
 Shamanism ..................................... Chantelle Gnome Home 
 Archery ........................................... Helmut Front Field  
 
11:30 a.m. Event: Landsmeet ........................... Dr. Brendan Horse shoe Pit 
 Poi: Beyond Basics ......................... Cara Beach 
 Dream Work ................................... Anat Rookery 
 Raging Grannies ............................. Denise Rookery Grove 
 Piracy .............................................. Blackhand Sam Standing Stone Site 
 Sex Magic ....................................... Ethan & Kaitlyn Gnome Home 
 
2:00 p.m. Ritual: Main Ritual ......................... Alex & Friends Beach Field 
 
3:30 p.m. Ritual: Kid’s Warrior Circle ........... Hobbes & Doug Birch Grove 
(after rit) Heathen Sacred Spaces ................... Josh Rookery 
 East of the Sun #3 ........................... Dr. Lucie Rookery Grove 
 Banishing Rituals #1 ....................... Rikki Standing Stone Site 
 Medium & Magic ........................... Lyndia Gnome Home 
 Archery & Spears (adults) .............. George & Mike Front Field 
 AA/NA Meeting ............................. Friends of Bill W Gnome Home 
 
5:00 p.m. Mirth & Irreverence ........................ Prudence Priest Rookery Grove 
 9 Mermaids ..................................... Linda Standing Stone Site 
 Zombie Apocalypse  ....................... Scarlet Birch Grove 
 Personal Divination ........................ Juniper Gnome Home 
 Celtic Carving ................................. Gregory Diagon Alley 
 
8:30ish Event: Bardic Circle Competition ... Jock MacGregor Drumming Fire Pit 
After Bardic Event: Sing-a-long (Rise Up) ......... Pirate Kat Hearth Fire Pit 
  



  

 

Sunday, July 31 
 
9:30 a.m. Ritual: Lugh as Maker/Patron of Crafts Folk   Thornhaven Standing Stone 
 Ritual: BBK .................................... Rikki LaCoste Beach 
 
10:00 a.m. Ritual: 9 Mermaids ......................... Linda Birch Grove 
 Knitting with Balls .......................... Shane Rookery 
 Pagan Parenting .............................. Lee Ann & Pat Rookery Grove
 Worship & Work ............................ Greg Standing Stone Site 
 Aura Cleansing ............................... Scarlet Horseshoe Pit 
 
11:30 a.m. Ritual: Munay-Ki Rites & workshop ... Denise Rookery & Grove 
 Event: Silent Auction ...................... Sammy & Sherrie Stage 
 Ðie Ald Frankiskōn Sido  ............... Erik Birch Grove 
 Hedgewitchery ................................ Juniper Gnome Home 
 
1:00 p.m. Ritual: Memorial for David  ........... Veronica Barn (meet) 
 
2:00 p.m. Ritual: Men’s Ritual ....................... Dr. Brendan Birch Grove 
 Amber & Jet .................................... Prudence Priest Rookery 
 Belly Dancing ................................. TyTanya Rookery Grove
 Voyages of Ukulele ........................ Thomas Gnome Home 
 Walking the Hedge ......................... Juniper Standing Stone Site 
 
3:30 p.m. Event: Improv Show ....................... Steve Stage 
 Ritual: Healing Ritual ..................... Redhawk Rookery Grove 
 Ritual: Mixed Warrior .................... Hobbes Birch Grove 
 Sacred Travels ................................ Catherine Starr Rookery 
 Beat A Bodhran! ............................. Jock Standing Stone Site 
 Thor’s Expedition ........................... Auz Horse Shoe Pit 
 
5:00 p.m. Event: Prosperity Ritual .................. Craig Rookery 
 Cultural Appropriation .................... Jade Rookery Grove
 Banishing Rituals #2 ....................... Rikki Standing Stone Site 
 Conga Playing ................................. Jimi Birch Grove 
 Axe Throwing ................................. Mike & George Front Field 
 AA/NA Meeting ............................. Friends of Bill W Gnome Home 
 
7:00 p.m. Concert: Wychwood .......................  Stage 
After concert  Event: Fireside Tails ....................... Rikki/Laurie 3 Hearth Fire Pit 
After Rikki Event: Sing-a-long (Pirate Faves) ... Pirate Kat Hearth Fire Pit 
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Friday    

10:00 -12:00 Continue costume and puppet making, and other 
activities. 

Munchkinland 

11:30 am Costumes, adornments, Rikki’s play, and more! Munchkinland 

2:00 pm What I Did in Iceland Rookery 

3:30 pm Kid’s Bardic Competition Stage 

After Concert Fireside Tales with Rikki Hearth Fire Pit 

After Rikki Sing-a-long Songs and Shanties with Pirate Kat Hearth Fire Pit 

Saturday    

10:00 am Plant Spirit Walk 
Archery 
Finish costumes and puppets 

Rookery (meet) 
Front field 
Munchkinland 

11:30 am Piracy! With Blackhand Sam 
Get dressed and face-painted for Main Rit! 

Standing Stone 
Munchkinland 

2:00 pm Main Ritual! Come dressed and face painted! Beach Field 

3:30 pm Kid’s Warrior Circle Birch Grove 

5:00 pm Dirty Ditties for Pagan Kiddies with Prudence Priest Rookery Grove 

8:30ish pm Bardic Competition Drumming Fire 

After Bardic Sing-a-long (Rise Up!) with Pirate Kat Hearth Fire Pit 

Sunday    

10:00 am Practice for show on main stage Stage 

11:30 am Take all costumes and crafts home, and help with 
clean-up, please! 

Munchkinland 

2:00 pm Show Time! Stage 

3:30 pm Thor’s Expedition Horse Shoe Pit 

After concert Fireside Tales with Rikki! Especially scary tonight. 
Bring a friend. 

Hearth Fire Pit 

After Rikki Sing-a-long (Pirate Faves) with Pirate Kat Hearth Fire Pit 

On Wednesday, Friday and Sunday, Mae will be doing 
free face painting outside of Munchinland. See the white 
board outside the entrance for the time. Priority goes to 
spronglings (the wee ones).  



  

 

Munchkinland: Kids ’  Programming 
KG has got a great children’s program this year. We now have not one, not two, the THREE 
Lauries making magic happen for our little ones again this year. However, the Lauries are not 
babysitters, and the kids’ program is not a daycare. Please come enjoy the children’s program-
ming along with your kids. 
 
The schedule below includes the official Munchinland program, as well as other workshops and 
events that would appeal to younger audiences. Official Munchinland programs are in bold. There 
are also many other events in the schedule that may be of interest to your child/ren. Unless it 
specifies an age range, for the most part you are welcome to bring children with you to other 
workshops, as long as they behave and do not disturb others.   
 
This year, we also have a children’s area with toys and books in the Rookery. The toys can be 
used there or in front of the Rookery area. We do ask that your children refrain from playing in 
the Rookery during workshops, please. Raven’s Knoll also has a variety of beach toys, wagons, 
etc. that are available for your children. Please return them to where they belong for others to 
enjoy.  
 
Please remember the Kids’ Program is not a daycare. Children must be accompanied. 
Staff note: unaccompanied children will be fed espresso beans and given a puppy.   

Wednesday   

10:00 -12:00 Meet & Greet Munchkinland 

11:30 am Shell Wind Chimes Munchkinland 

3:30 pm Archery for Kids 
Rune’d Leather 

Archery (front) 
Diagon Alley 

6:00 pm Pirate’s Picnic (Meet & Greet) In Front of 
Stage 

Concert Heather Dale & Ben Deschamps Stage 

After Concert Fireside Tales with Rikki / Laurie 3 Hearth Fire Pit 

Thursday   

10:00 am Boffer Building with Hobbes 
« Silver Bell Branch » Story and craft 

Rockery Grove 
Munchkinland 

11:30 am Costume and Puppet making, stories and songs Munchkinland 

2:00 pm Children’s Bardic Workshop  Stage 

3:30 pm Tie die! Oh My!  Horseshoe Pit 

5:00 pm Hoist the Colours Diagon Alley 

9:30 pm-ish Fireside Tales with Rikki / Laurie 3 
Twilight Circus Jam 
“Wizard of Oz” Film 

Hearth Fire 
Beach 
Rookery 
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Monday, August 1 
 
9:30 a.m. Ritual: Lugh as Provider of Plenty . Thornhaven Standing Stone 
 Ritual: BBK .................................... Rikki LaCoste Beach 
 
10:00 a.m. Essential Oils .................................. Kimi Rookery 
 Paper Bead Making ........................ Bonnie Rookery Grove
 Druid Order .................................... Sarah Standing Stone Site 
 AA/NA Meeting ............................. Friends of Bill W Birch Grove 
 
11:30 a.m. Tarot in 20 Minutes ........................ Gina Rookery  
 Pagan Morals & Ethics ................... Jason & Cormac Rookery Grove
 Journey into Universe ..................... Caroline Standing Stone Site 
  
2:00 p.m. Ritual: Closing Ritual ..................... MA & Auz Beach Field 

KornuKopia Gathering 
Join us at the 2nd Annual KKG  

September 16-18, 2011 
$75.00 (Pre‐Reg), $85.00 (Adult) $30 (Child) 

 
• Celebrate the Harvest season 
• Workshops from many traditions 
• Music, drumming & dancing 
• Potluck Harvest Feast  
• The Burning of the Bull 
• Swimming and bonfires 
• Intimate atmosphere with kin and 

kith 
Indoor & trailer space, available for addi‐
tional charge  
For more information, contact Maryanne 
at ravensknoll@rogers.com 



  

 

1 Youth Firepit 
2 Hearth Firepit 
3 Davey Jones’ Locker 

Raven ’ s Knoll 
4 Humming Lamppost (Hummer) 
5 Playground 
6 Beach 
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11 Comfort Station 
12 The Rookery 
13 Horseshoe Pit 
14 Narnia Lamppost 
15 The Rabbit Hole 

(Registration) 
16 Raven Stage 
17 Standing Stone  

Clearing 
18 Gnome Home 
19 Rainbow Tree 
20 Birch Grove 
21 Drumming Firepit 
22 Pond  
23 Nest (Cabin) 
24 Roost (Main House) 
25 Parking Lot 
26 Archery Range 
27 Sacred Well 
28 The YAG 
29 Poop Deck (Dock) 
 
Workshop Locations 
 
A Stage 
B Rookery 
C Rookery Grove 
D Standing Stone 
E Gnome Home 
F Birch Grove 

7 Wharf 
8 Beach Field  
9 Quiet camping area 
10 Ferryman’s Folly 


